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Nowadays, pasta isn't
reserved for the poor
See Royko's column, page 3

Remembering Don Wright Council OKs Totilisrn,
brings thoughts of a smile Recreational Comm
ission
See Covering All Fields, page 12

See story on page 2
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„News In Brief
Two U.S. soldiers are killed in
West Germany missile incident

1

HEILBRONN, West Germany (AP) — A Pershing -2 missile
engine apparently ignited during a training exercise today, killing two U.S. soldiers and injuring several, an Army spokesman
said.
Maj. Michael Griffon, spokesman of the 56th Artillery Brigade
- which operates the missiles, said the incident occurred at 2 p.m.
at a missile parts, storage area near Heilbronn, in southern
Germany.
"Two U.S. soldiers were killed and several injured while conducting equipment training at a small U.S. Army location near
Heilbronn," Griffon told The Associated Press by telephone from
brigade headquarters in Schwaebisch Gmuend. A Pershing 2
missile engine apparently ignited, he said.

Westritoreland case: CIA analyst
'
says 'something's wrong here
NEW YORK (AP) — Former CIA analyst Sam Adams, a codefendant in retired Gen. William C. Westmoreland's libel suit
against CBS, said that in 1966 he suspected there were twice as
many enemy troops in Vietnam than the U.S. military estimated.
"The statistics didn't Make any sense," Adams said Thursday
as he began testifying in Westmor-eland's $120 million libel suit.
"In some areas the Communists should have been running'out of
manpower,according to American military-Intelligence, yet they
still controlled the countryside.
"I said, 'There's got to be something wrong here.'"
Adams, a longtime critic of the military's enemy troop
strength estimates in Vietnam, was paid $25,Q00 to help prepare
the CBS documentary Westmoreland says libeled him. Ha Was
_the :first defense :v.44ness- -to-take--the--Stand- fn--the-trial which
resumes Monday.
Adarna, 51, said that by late 1966, not long after he began studying Vietnam for the CIA, he came to the "tentative" conclusion
there were 600,000 enemy fighters —about twice the military's
•
.estimate.

Elsewhere...
By lb. A...whited Prone

WASHINGTON — President Reagan,shifting three veterans of
his- administration into new Cabinet-level jobs, is instwcting
thern to study a proposed merger of the Interior and Energy
departments and the,possible elimination of the Department of
Education
MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Daniel Ortega, leader" of the leftist
Sandinista junta, has been sworn in as president of Nicaragua
and-immediately condemned the United States for alleged "ag-gression" against his nation. Cuban President Fidel Castro was
among the guests for the celebration.'
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
South Africa's white-minority
government is,joining the attack on visiting U.S. Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. Lashing back from_criticism that the poverty,rate for
• U.S. blacks is thrice tharfor American whites, Kennedy retorts:
in Soutti Africa are not three times as likely to be
_ "Black
_ people
_
poor, but 30.1
WASHINGTON — The Reagan 'administration's success in
reopening arms talks With the Soviet Union may cause Congress
to delay a showdown vote on the embattled MX missile system, a
key House leader reports.
PITTSBURGH — By typing with their eyes instead of their
hands on a special keyboard, the physically handicapped now
have a tool that can allow them to work at meaningful jobs, ac.
cording-4G--a--researcher.
'
HONOLULU — Fifty years ago today and two years before she
mysteriously- vanished, Amelia Earhart took off from Hawaii to —
begin her solitary conquest of the Pacific sky. "She always
wanted to do something for aviation, to find out something," says
Muriel Earhait Morissey, who is returning to Hawaii to help
commemorate her sister's unprecedented Pacific hop.
•
Today in History
Today is Friday, Jan. 11, the 11th day 0( 1985. There are 354
_
days left in the year:
Today's highlight in history: OnJan. 11. 1964, the U.S. surgeon
general, Dr. Luther Terry, issued the first government report
saying that smoking may be hazardous to one's health: That
report rerfiains strongly disputed by the tobacco industry to this
day.
Today's birthdays: Actress-director Eva LeGallienne is 86.
NBC President Grant Tinker is* Actor Rod Taylor is 56. Singer
Bobby Goldsboro is 44. Golf'Ben Crenshaw is 33.
Thought for today: "Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody else."•
Will Ftogers, American humorist
(1879-1935).

— today's index
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The driver of this Kentucky Lake Oil truck survived,
but a Murray-resident whose vehicle collided with it died in an accident
Thuritcley on Ky. 121. Donald S. Wright, 28, a former Murray

State cheerleader and cheerleading aponsor, we's
- kille.din
cident that Occurred at approximately 12:35 p.m.
mtift photo tt, t.r, IL•I re,

Accident claims life of loical resident
Donald S. Wright, 28, of Murdened by the loss of Don
ray was killed when his car colWright,'! said MSU Athletic
lided with a Kentucky Lake Oil
truck early Thursday afternoon... Director Johnny Reagan in a
press release. "He was a loyal
. Wright, of 14 Green Acres,
supporter as a cheerleader
was pronounced dead on the
while, in school and as our
scene by Calloway County Corcheerleading sponsor. His efoner Tommy Walker. He was a
forts helped shape the MSU
former Murray State
cheerleading squad into one of
cheerleader and cheerleading
the finest in the country,_ and he
sponsor.
will be dearly missed."
"Everyone • in the Murray
State athletic department is sadAccording to Kentucky State __

Police, the accident occurred at'
The truck's driver. Jeffrey
about 12:35 p.m. when Wright's Ramsey. 21, of. 316 College
vehicle, southbound on Ky. 121
Courts, Murray, was treated
about 7.5 mil* north of Murray.
and released at Murray crossed the center line and colCalloway County Hospital. .;
lided with' the northbound oil
,Wright was pinned inside his
truck. The vehicles struck each
vehicle and had to be extracted
other on the drivers'sides with a
by the Jaws of Life.
glancing blow, police said. The
Funeral arrangement are inKSP report did not indicate why
complete at this-time, with J.H.
Wright had crossed the center
Churchill in charge of the local
-arrangements.
1.

Art programs coming
to the county schools
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Four -community residents
will be conducting art programs
in Calloway elementary schools
this semester, following their
hiring by the school board
Thursday.
Alvic, Colleen Spencer,
Greg Delaney and Ann Perrin
will work with classroom
teachers to provide a variety of
arts experiences for Calloway
children. They join Sandy Sasso,
who has been working at
Sfuthwest on a Kentucky Arts
Council grant matched--by the
school board, to give Calloway a
team of art-tectiThers in lieu ot a
full-time instructor.
The teachers were selected
from a group of proposals
solicited by the board 'from the
community. Cost of staffing the
program. inducting 'the matching funds already allocated
for Southwest, As about $10,000,
Superintendent Jack Rose said.
"In my judgment, we've probably got an art program the

equivalent to two full-time
teachers, as far as quality and
variety of experiences," said
Roe. "We have so many
talented (local) people, that we
can draw on our community
-resources."
'AlvIC will work -it North for a
maximum of 30 daxs, teaching
weaving- and creative problem• solving through art. Spencer will
work at North and East as a
teacher's aide for the rest of the
-school year.
Delaney will work with fifth:
and sixth-graders at EaSt, one
- hour a day fcir• 40 days. teaching'
telecommunications and, communications. Ann Perrin will
teach clay and-ceramics work to
East kindergarteners and firstgraders, for five to 10 full days.
Rose said the bciard will see
how this approach to elementary art 'works out, and weigh it
against the possibility of hiring a
full-time instructor in the future.
One instructor would be more
limited in his or her talents, het
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Today: Cloudy and cold
with a few snow flurries.
Temperatures-falling into the.
teens by evening. Wind northwest at 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Cloudy and colder. Low in the low teens.Wind northwest at 5 to 10
mph.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy
and continued cold. High in
the mid 20s. Wind northwest
at 5 to 10_ mph.

'MISS
YOUR PAPER! .
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray Ledger &
Haws- by 5:30 p.m. Monday Friday or by 3:3041,m. Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur:
days. Officsi Hours — 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thra Friday, 8
e.m.-12 p.m. Saturday
.
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• .....44,5Vnde4 Fortwast - The extended forecast for
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Jerry Bolls, a band booster
Sunday through Tuesday
Staff Writer
representative, requested the
calls for little or no precipitaKeeping a watchful eye on
uniforms, -which would initially
tion. Cold -Sunday. A little
finances within the school
cost $15,000. Mullins, in his cc_milder Monday and Tuesday, . distriet, -the -Murray BoarelL'-of - --quest,- proposed a 115 annual
Highs in the 30s Sunday
Education last night tabled a reparticipation fee for band
moderating into the tipper 30s
quest by the Murray band pro,
students which over a sevento Mid 408 by Tuesday.
gram to help fund the purchase
year period would total an'
of 1100 new uniforms. The board
estimated 16,300. to be used to
did apprOve, however, the use of
help alleviate the coat of the
LAKE LEVELS
a $4,200 anonymous donation to
uniforms.
Kentucky Lake
354.2
be used for the purchase of video
Barkley •Lake
, • Board members, in looking
354,
equiOntent.
'.ahead to the -district's internal
,
.
•
Gar* Mullins. hand director,
audit, requested that a Complete

ITS A DIRTY. JOB. 111 T...Dicky Burkeen is busily invol•ed in
laying in new sewer slid water lines at this residence on 5th
Street. Assisted by two co-wiiikers, who worked above_ ground
_le_vel,Burkeen,41onneci a shovelasici a smile as he waded-through the mud in the six foot deep trench Thursday morning-. •
Lkil
,

(Cont'd on page. ?)
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City board!Ades uniform purchases
accounting of the 'band's activities ,be presented, in order
for them to review the program's finances and then make
decision on the purchase at the
„ first board Meeting in February.
"I think you'll see us go along
with you, just give Us a little
time," said Tom Rushing, board
Ace-chairman
•Unanimous approval was
granted to a request by Doralyn
Lanier, instructional supervisor, to use a $4,200 gift to the

•
school district to. be used for
video equipment ,Thursdhy
night' was the third time that
Lanier had meilt with_ .the board
recuresting vide-6 equipment for
use in a television production
class at the high school and middle school.
-The equipment, will: be puk- chased from Custom Video of
Paducah ,and will include two
cameras. Iwo recorders, two
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Council OKs Tourism and Recreational Commission
By D.AVID TUCK
In an effort to boost Murray's tourism poten:
tial, the Murray City Council passed an 'ordinante establishing the Murray Recreation and
Touriim Commission during its regular session
Thursday night_ at City Hall.
.The ordinance, number 808. states that the
mayor Will select a council from nominating lists
submitted by the Murray Hotel and Motel
Association. the Murray' Restaurants Association, the Chamber of Commerce and the Mayor's
Office.
Both .the local, hotel and restaurant associations- are to recommend three members to the
newly-formed council. Two more members are
to be nominated by the mayor's office-, while a
final member will come'from a recommendation
&St the Murray Chamber of Commerce.

The tourism cotincil is to meet quarterly.
Special caLled meetings, wh.,en_necessary. will be
-announced by the chairman,
Although the initial drafting of the ordinance
did not specify who would actually appoint the .
tourism councilmen based on the Suggestions of
-the four agencies, the city council decided that
the mayor would have the final word on the
appointments.
lb other butiness, the city council:
1. — Resolved to offer to buy 3.4 acres of the
Hollis Roberts property adjoining the Murray
Cemetery. Thg council agreed on a price of
$7,500 pe4acre, but-.Mayor Holmes Ellis remind-.
ed the council thatthere is no assurance that the
Roberts family will sell the property.
If the Wind. located al 623 N. Fourth St., is sold •
to the City of Murray, it will be used as an addi-

Lawsuit against Paducah Downs
cites investigation of wrongdoing
vestigation found that funds in
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP i — State
could not be reached for comthe horseman's account were
police, the state Justice. Department Thursday. Grief earlier
improperly pledged as security
ment and the' Internal Revenue
said the missing money was not
for a bank loan and about $44,656
Service are investigating possistolen and that there was no inwas improperly deducted from
ble criminal wrongdoing at the
tent to defraud anyone.
the account and credited to
financially troubled Paducah
The track's lawyer, Daniel
Paducah Downs Inc.
Downs quarter horse track, ofKey, said he had not seen the
The corporation had not paid
ficials say.
lawsuit and would not comment
$160,850 due the horsemen's ac•' 7A4awsuit filed by the state atuntil he does.
count in purse money, nor an adtorney general's office and the
Track officials have sought
ditional $56,000 for stakes races.
Kentucky Quarter Horse, Apsince its closing to find a buyer
Shortages showed up in two
paloosa and Arabian Commisfor the operation or new
other accounts and the corporasion aga.in
.
..Paducah Downs
investors.
tion has about $600,000 in upaid
Inc: cites unpaid debts and shorThey blamed the track's
construction bills and $150,000 in
tages in the track accounts.
financial problems on heavy fall
The suit asks that arreceiver- unpaid operational expenses.
rains that disrupted racing
Downs President Randy Grief
be appoiated to distrubite the
dates.
corporation's remaining assets.
•'We're trying to determine if
anything criminal occurred and
if so who did it.' McCracken
CommonwAalth's Attorney
2-The Murray Planning and
,Mark Bryant said Thursday.
annual report on activities of the
ZonineCommission will meet in
Bryant, who .is heading the proplanning office. Also included on
regular session on Tuesday,
be. said he hoped to present
the agenda will he reports on the
Jan. 15 at 7 p.m. in the Council
evidence to a grand jury next
Ingleside.
SubiliiVaion and the'
Chambers
at
Murray City Hall.
month.
„
Mallard Group Planved
The agenda for the meeting
The suit filed in Franklin CirDevelopment Project.
cuit Court this week claims the . will include a review of the 1984
corporation operating the track
was "undercapitalized from its
Correction
•••
inception" and "is guilty of an
A story in Thursday's Ledger
year
and
3,265
exams
for
the
se:abuse- and --misuse---.of -its
'slid Times incorrectly stated the
cond year, according to the Purpowers.
number of examinations prochase Area Development
Paducah, Downs Inc. closed
jected- by Murray-Calloway
District. Those figures were basthe $3 million track Oct. 23 after
County Hospital for its CT Scaned
on usage from May 31, 1983
Just two mOnthS0f"Operatiati-knd
ner as 2.500 by the end of its sethrough May of 1985. However,
announced that its bank accond year of use.. The correct •theimumer did not begin operacounts had been frozen.•
figure is 2,573 exams for the first
tion until December, 1983.
The suit says a commission in-

tion to'the cemetery.
2. — Amended- an ordinance regarding the
disposal of trash, which must be disposed of only
at the city landfill.
.3. — Adopted a resolution directed at the
state's congressmen urging their support of
federal revenue sharing.
"More cuts (in revenue sharing) could mean
major curtailments in our'police and fire protection," Ellis told the council.
Although the council unanimously passed the
resolution, several aldermen •,noted. that ,too
much dependence on federal funding in tha-city operations could put Murray in a serious'financial bind if the funds are cut. Sixteen percent of
Murray's total revenue comes from federal
funding.
"We have to get our own house in order and
tighten mil- purse strings," councilman Ed
Chrisman said. "I'm in favor of eliminating
revenue sharing — we can do a better job with
our money than any federal agency."
4. — Resolved to oppose federal cutbacks in
funding for the Tennessee Valley Authority's

-

Land Between the Lakes recreation area.
Mayor Ellis presented the council with a letter
from TVA Kentucky District Administrator Darryl Armstrong. The three-page letter included a
comparison of TVA's 1985 budget, the 1986
budget and the U. S. Office of Management and
Budget's proposed budget concerning the fate of
LBL in 1986.
If the 1986 federal cutbacks for TVA are approved, LBL. could be could be eliminated or
sold.
5. — Appointed Don Kelly as a member of the
Murray Planning Commission. Kelly's term expires Jantiary 1, 1989. He replaces Ron
Christopher, whose term expired.
6. — Approved the usage of an incinerator by
Briggs & Stratton for burning much of their own
waste.
According to Ellis, this should extend the use
of the local landfill by several years.
"Briggs & Stratton had -already received environmental approval and were Waiting for the
city's' approval," he said. "The local ordinance
called for all waste to be carried to the landfill."
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City planners schedule meeting
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CALLOWAY BOARD MEMBERS SWORN IN — Members elected to the Calloway County school
board
in November were sworn in -by board treasurer Cindy Herndon Thursday night. From left
to right are
re-elected members Ferrel Miller and T.F. Hargrove, and newly elected member Robert .McDaniel.
• Miller was elected vice chairman by his fellow board members, and Walter Byars
was elected
chairman.

Calloway—
(Cont'd from page 1)
pointed out; also, the board is
limited by the fact the
legislature has mandated
students spend 70 percent of
their time-on basic curriculum.
In other business, the board
authorized the administration to
seek bids for a $195,000 gym
renovation. • The work will include replacing the floor, installing new seats and a new sound
system, and building an enclosed concession stand and a
trophy case.
The board considered cost
proposals offered by the Gingles
and Harms architecture firm of
Nashville. The firm recommended the board buy molded
plastic seats but seek bids on
wood and metal seats as well.
Installation of about 1,600 molded plastic seats (including
aisles) would cost $80,000. The
motor-operated seats would
replace the current manuallyoperated ones, the mechanics of
which are wearing down fter 22
years of use, Rose said.
A $65,400 hardwood floor
would also be laid to replace the
present wood floor, which has
several "dead spots" and has

been damaged by water, according to Rose.
The board meeting was held in
the classroom studio of WCSD,
the video production class
taught by Larry England, and
broadcast on the education ac—
cess channel 28. England submitted a request for new equipment totaling $13,760. The equipment would include a $6,900
time-base corrector, which
allows for smooth transitions
from live to taped material, a
character_generator and a new
video switcher.
The board authorized the administration to seek bids, and
will consider the bids later in
light of school finances.
In further business, the board
approved a committee recommendation that the California
Test of Basic Skills continue to
be given to some stuclents this
year, along with the new Essential Skills tests mandated by the
state.
Committee members- Nancy
Lovett and Joy Waldrop said
that while the Essential Skills
reading and math tests will be
given to all grades this year,
they will not enable the district
to compare students' scores
with national norms. The CTBS,

at
Cli

ing

wit
the
tai.

which has been required by the
state in previous years, allows
for national comparisons. Further, this year the new tests
won't- include skills beyond
reading and math, skills on
which students should be tested,
they said.
Students in all grades will take
the Essential Skills test, as mandated by the 1984 General
Assembly. In addition, grades 1,
2 and 6 will take the complete
CTBS, grades 3-5 and 7-10 will
take the CTBS language,
reference skills and cognitive
skills portions, and grades 3-5
and 7-8 will take the CTBS
science and social studies
portions.
The board also reinstated a
student who was expelled last
semester under the drug and
alcohol policy — it was the only
violation of the policy this year
— and took a certified personnel
action without identifying the _
person. Rose, who said board attorney Don Jones has- advised
unnamed personnel actions are
legal, said it did not involve a firing but declined further
comment.
The board also authorized use
of a school vehicle by the golf
team,. for a trip to Florida during spring break. .
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NEW MURRAY BOARD MEMBERS — John Weatherly and Dr. Richard Crouch, newly elected
members of the Murray Board of Education, are sworn in by treasurer Sheila Shaw at Thursday's
- board meeting. Doris Cella was elected chairwoman and Tommy Rushing vice chairman at the
organizational meeting.

ACETAMINOPHEN ANALGESIC
SAFE, FAST PAIN RELIEF
WI-ThIOUT ASPIRIN
Comer.to active ingredient at
TYLENOL* Erirs strength Capsules'
•

100 capsules- 500 rig each

$269

•
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City hoard...
iCantAlrom_kire
tripods and several other pieces
of, equipment required to
establish a basic taping and
editing class, according to

In other action, the school
board approved changing the second monthly school board
meeting from the fourth Thursday of the month to the fourth
Monday of the month.
Representatives from the
school board were 'also ap-

pointed to serve on three committees: Dr. 'Richard Crouch
and John Weatherly will serve
on the board-teacher forum;
Mike Baker and Tom Rushing
will serve on Vie human relations committee; and Doris
Cella will remain on the head
start council.
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(Mike Royko is on vacation. This
Is a reprint- of a column he wrote
several months ago.)-An invitation from an old friend
arrived in the mail.
It said, "You are invited to a
pasta party."
I immediately phoned him and
said, "Look, I don't know what's
going on, but I want to help."
He said: "Good. You can bring
some Parmesan or a bottle of red
wine."
.
"I'm serious," I said. "I'm right
here. What can I do?"
"OK, you can make the garlic
bread," he said.
I said: "Don't be proud. What do
you need? A loan? Food? A consigner? Just name it and you got it.
Believe me, the kids will be all
right."
He said, "What are you talking
about?"
"This," I satid, "The, pasta
thing."
"What about it?" he said. "I just
bought a pasta machine. I want to
try it out. What do you like?
Fettuccine?"
."Level with me." I said. "Have
you been fired?"'
"I've just been promoted," he

lz\
5N.

said.
"Then you...re getting squeezed
by your bookie," I said. "Don't
panic."
"I don't gamble," he said.
"Look, you can confide in me.
What's wrong?"
"I told you. I bought a pasta
machine. What do you like? It
makes great linguini."
• I could tell he was serious. "You
bought a pasta machine?"
•
"Sure. It's the latest thing. Electric. That's'why I'm having the
.party. To try it out."
"But you're not Italian," I said.
"Of course not. If I were Italian,
my mother would make pasta for
me.'
"You really have a pasta
machine?"
"Sure. It's right next -to my
Cuisinart"
Obviously, he was another victim
of pasta chic, a craze that has gripped this nation.
When Slats Grobnik was a kid, he
always knew when the old man was
having a losing streak at the
racetrack.
"We ate spaghetti every day," he
said. "Or macaroni. Or some'of
those danitted noodles."
If the streak was prolonged --

and old man,Grobnik had a fond- ness for hones that ran backward
— Slats would start moaning: "The
only fresh meat in the house is our
dog. And I'm too weak to chase
•'im."
•
It was that way 'all over the
neighborhood. You knew when the
paycheck was running out: The
noodle appeared. There was no
cheaper way to feed a family.
Poverty meant starch. Prosperity meant meat. That's why so
many poor people are fat.
But now thaf4ias been reversed.
Pasta IS in. Meat is out. (At least
red meat. You are still fashionable
if you eat the flesh of a dead fish or
chicken.)
Maybe the trend began with a
broker who bet on the wrong pork
belly and went broke, 'causing his
wife to face the anguish of canceling a dinner party because she
+couldn't affordto buy a sirloin. tip.
"Let them eat pasta," the broker
may have said.
Or maybe it was a jogger, seeking the ultimate carbohydrate high
and faced With the rising cost of
Adidas shoes.
It might have been an offshoot of
Italian chic -that -happened. when
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JU5T NAVE A
STAR WAR5 BURGER
AND FRIE5.

by barry schweid

Reagan stands by 'Star Wars'.
WASHINGTON...(AP) — Even
with new negotiations about to
-- start, President Reagan isn't- giving up the search for a foolproof
defense against a Soviet missile
attack.
"No, oh no," Reagan exclaimed
Wednesday night as he rejectec a
• suggestion that the $26 billion "Star
• Wars" program could be offered as
a bargaining chip to gain Soviet
' concessions in limiting nuclear
weapons.
But in line With his own call for
flexibility, -the, president
acknowledged there is no way to be
absolutely certain the Soviets are
living up to -arms control accords.
"Absolute verification is impossible," he said at a news conference Wednesday night. In practical terms, the statement means
he might approve an agreement
even if. procedures against
cheating are.not airtight.
And. significantly, Reagan said
he would be willing to hold a sum-
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.
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Dear Editor:
- The Calloway County ASC Committee And Office Personnel would
like to take this opportunity to express our gratitude and appreCiation, and to say "thank you': fir the
fine cooperation we received from
your paper the past year.
It was through the prompt and
courteous service of the Ledger antl
Times that kept our farmers informed with timely information on farm
.programs.
wish for each of you the very
best for this New tear.
Sincerely,
David E. Riley.,Jr.. CED
•
CalloWay County- AC'S Office
• •

Stallone, Pacino 'and De N ro
unveiled their pectorals:
Whatever caused it, you can't
escape the noodle.
Restaurant owners recognize a
good thing when they see it. There
was- a time when no one except
Italians ate. pasta. -People ate
spaghetti. You could get a huge
plate ofit for about a buck and a
half, including meatballs.
•
No more. Now you go into almost
any greasy spoon and they offer a
pasta course. Toss 40 cents' worth
--of vegetables into 60 cents' worth of
spaghetti, add 10 cents' worth of
cheese, and somebody puts an $8
tag on it.
:Worse._ ithas invaded the hozne._
There was a time when people invited you over and you ate pot
roast, baked chicken, roast beef or
meat loaf — which made the trip
worth the price of the gas.
Now ---you—get-noodles, Covered
with olive oil and powdered garlic.
A friend of Italian ancestry told
me:
"I never accept invitations to
dinner anymore__ I can't stand it.
Last week I went to a pal's house.
And his wife, who is of Norwegian':
Irish ancestry, served lingbini with
a sauce made of herrings and
potatoes."
Incidentally, I did accept the invitation to the pasta party that my
friend threw. ..
But his machine broke down and
we sent out for Chinese food.

•

heartline

washington today
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by mike royko

Nowadays, pasta isn't reserved for the poor

looking back

:e
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royko says

Many Americans think that it is the president
who, more than anyone else, is responsible for the
huge budgets that run off the board into
mUltibillions of dollars in red ink.
Actually, it is Congress. The worst offenders in
Congress like, to further the impression that the
president is the guilty one. It gets them off the
hook.
But there is one tool that would be a dandy
budget cutter. It would make • a handy deficit
reducer. It is the line-item veto.
It would enable the president to cut off the expensive legislative "riders" which Congress often
attaches to vitally important appropriations bills.
The president ought to sign suCh bills but cannot
do so - without simultaneously approving the
wasteful riders.
This "all-or-nothing" requirement with respect
to bills is a principarloophole for extravagance.
It should be plugged.
The way to plug it is to make the line-item veto
law. This could require a constitutional amendment. But it would be worth the effort. •
Wasteful riders here and there did not make as
much difference in the years of $5 billion and $6
billion deficits as they do now when deficits are
reaching into the hundreds of billions.
The line-item veto can shoot these riders from
the saddle and help head the nation away from
trillion-dollar deficits and toward a balanced
budget.
•

• Ten years ago
Tivo persons including Kentucky State Trooper
Louis Tood were wounded yesterday during an ,
attempted robbery of the Bank of Farmington.
Navy Airman Apprentice Lu Ann SeafOrd,
daughter of Arlene Y-. Seaford, is attending a
basic course of Aerographer's Mate School at
Naval Air Training Center, Lakehurst, N.J.
The Murray Jazz Trio will present a program
at the Ladies Night Banquet of the Murray Bass
Club tonight at the Holiday Inn.
Jerry Ingram has been n4med as city purchasing agent by the Murray City Council. _
Ratidy -Lee-and-Mike-Tiurthen are pictured
with the two wild boars taken while hunting on
the Tellico Plains near the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in Tennessee.
In high school basketball games Calloway
County beat Henderson City and Murray beat
Fancy Farm. High team -scorers were James
Wells for CalloWay and Raymond Sims for;Murray. Coaches are David King for Calloway and
Bobby Toon for Murray.
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.. is pastor of the First
United Methodist Church.
. Twenty years ago
' Kern Battle. Murray High School Seventh
Grader, set two swimming records at the Annual
Hendrix _Invitational AAU Swimming 1Vlieet at I
Conway, Ark. They were in 100 yard backstroke
for 1:13.5-and 300 yard individual medley 2754.9
About 500 swimmers competed.
Pvt. James R. Jeffrey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
O.R. Jeffrey. is stationed at Fort Ord, Calif-.
Mr. and Mrs. Wright Cole observed their 61st
wedding,anniversary on Dec. 25.
"City went around patching places in the
siciewatit-whith-vvere-hrtiken. Guess folks will
always put their initial's in wet cement.,Saw initials in several places,' .from the column,"Seen
& Heard Aroundliftivraymby-James C. Williams.
In high school basketball games Murray High
Tigers beat South Marshall Rebels and Calloway
County High beat Benton. High team scorers
were Ricky Tidwell for Murray, Glenn Wyatt for
Souch Marshall, Jimmy Lamb for Calloway and
Mike Peck for Benton.
Mrs. • H.B. Banks and Mrs. Paul Sturm
presented a program at a meeting of Chapter M
of P.E.O. Sisterhood held at the home of Mrs.
.Sturm.
Thirty years ago
Elected as officers of the Board of Constituency of the Murray Hospital, Inc., were Dr. Ralph
Woods, president, Nat Ryan Hughes, vice presi-_, _
dent, and Guy Billington, secretary-treasurer.
Elected as.officers rif the Board of Directors
later were Zelna Carter, president, Fleetwood
Crouch, vice president, and Billington,
secretary-treasurer.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Huel Jones at 505
Chestnut St was destroyed by fire today about 11
am.
Recent births, reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brandon and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alford cakley.
Norma Far Ragsdale is fvorthy advisor of
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls. •
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mit meeting with Soviet President
quate._.Defenders of the
Konstantin U. Chernenko to workagreements say it's more imporout a treaty curbing nuclear
tant to curb the nuclear arms race
weapons.
than to head off, every possible
"If, at any time, a reason arises
marginal violation.
In which a summit could be helpful
Even though Reagan again acin that or in othee matters" he
cused the Soviets of cheating, he
would meet with the Soviet leader,
did not take the position that a treaReagan said.
ty should not be _signed unless it
But on the embattled Star %Vim
was possible to track Soviet acprogram. he—stood his ground
tivities perfectly.
against Soviet charges that it could
His remarks on a summit with
lead to _the militarization of outer
Chernenko, meanwhile, indicated
space:
he was willing to risk failure in
Reagan said it was humane to - order to nail an arms control
seek -a weapon that mightdestroy
agreement down.
nuclear weapons" rather than to
Reagan's usual stand is that
threaten massive retaliation if
summits must be scripted in adattacked.
vance. That prbtects a president
In fact, he objected to the Star
.from looking bad, but may make
Wars description because It sounds
for a less creative and successful
like an offensive and madcap
U.S. foreign policy.
•
weapons system. The administration calls the program a Strategic
Defense Initiative.
,—TWO laaaall,
Reagan held the news conSalleas
ference,his firstin ahnostsix months, mostly to celebrate the agreement Secretary of State George P.
Shultz reached Tuesday with
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko to resume negotiations to
reduce nuclear arsenals.
"I believe a more stable peace 18
achievable through 'these negotiations." Reagan said as he urged all
Americans to support the talks.
While seeking the presidency in
1981:1, Reagan 'attacked all major
U.S.-Soviet arms • control
agreements and was, particularly
harsh in condemning the 1979
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty.
Reagan claimed it was "fatally
flawed" because it was difficult to
:verify whether the Soviets were
I1
-complying with treaty provisions.
„.,111144S.111110 I 6". kitAlirt16•1411.-...WA".4,41.
Critics of arms control
rll
,r,f/tt r•rifit IV,11111.
1.1 1:
Id 844•
agreements generally condemn
I
ur 1 ill lit.' dill
4-4 Mit
verification procedures as Made-
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Fleartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question Or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column. HEARTLINE': My husband. age
57, and my son, age 37: have recently taken up running as exercise.
They run for about 45 minutes every
morning. I read somewhere 'that
runners,need a cooling off period of --lighter exercise,. .but I don't
remember the reas6n. I mentioned
this to them, and they said-that after •
runfling they feel great and don:t
need to rest-for awhile or anything
like that. What do you Say? K.E. •
ANSWER: Pheidippides. the
original marathon runner, died
minutm,gter.,Mr/PletizIg
thereby presenting a warning as
well as a goal for future runners.
Had hecboled down after his 26 mile
run, he might have survived to ex-pound on Athens'-victory over Per- •
sia for his grandchildren. Recent
research shows that streriyous exeercise must be .followed -by a
gradual cooling down period to allay
a dangerous build-up. of . blood
Chemicals.
The post exercise_levels_of_theSe
chemicals, the catecholimines
responsible for the -fight of flight
mechanism. are-particularly harm fiat° coronary patients with hearts
already sensitive to stres,s But the
levels Can be "strikingly high even
for healthy young men.y according to Joel E-7Dimsdale, MD. of tlarl_
yard Medical School. and colleagues
reporting in a recent issue of the
Joiirnal of tlie.American Medical
Associatirm. •_.
•
•
The researchers studies a group
of men,ages 22 to 35. working out on
exerCYCles and ., found that
catecholamine levels in the subjects' blood increased dramatically.
The researchers postulate.that the
catecholamine rise they observed is
the body's attempt to maintain the
effects of the high blood pressure experienced, after maximal exertion.
"With the abrupt cessation of exercise. our subjects' average BP fell
drastizvally trom
tO 177 Tilm
_13g," the researchers noted,
•'We...,tound that the drop in systolic
pressure from maximal exercise to- .
initial cobldown had a significant inverse correlation with the increase
in .the norepilpephrine level for the
same interval."
The researChers conclude their
study •
demorfetrates•
catecholamine response to exercise
is effort dependent. So, a happy
medium between catecholamine
levels and BP'pulse levels max be
achieved with a phased•down-cooling-off period. ,
"The worst possible strategy for
exercise cessation would be to have
the patient stop exercising and
stand," the researchers- say. "The
best stratIrgey would befor the work
load to. be diminished gradually
and/or for,_
the subject • to -rest
suupine after the exercise."
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.waist unless you lose body fat. There

DR.LAMB

Lions? I'm willing to try the prescripis a lot of fat inside your abdominal tion if I can get it.
Cavity, and you must lose it to
DEAR READER — Don't expect
.achieve your goal Daily walking will too much from the
prescription.
help you use calories and lose fat, as Women have hair loss
for the Same
Menus for the various fruits,
will other forms of exercise.
vegetables and chicken and rolls, corn
reason that men have male-pattern lunch
daily.
Lawrence E.
rooms in the city drinks
Situps are great to help strengthen baldness. The difference
are available dogs, creamed potatoes,
is that in and county
Calloway Middle
schools for daily.
Lamb, MD. the upper abdomen, but you need to women the hair tends to get thin over the
green beans, cherries,
Monday — steak nugweek of Jan. 14 to 18
do some form of leg lift for the lower the front of the head, while
Murray Middle
men tend
fruit juice and milk; gets,
have been released by
abdomen. Start with those that are to develop a receding hairline
grilled
Monday — grilled Thursday — ravioli and
. In both
done with the knees bent, to avoid instances, the hair follicle
cheese
Glind
/soup;
a
Jeffr
Tuesday
ey
and
s that lose
cheese, hamburger rolls, hamlurgers, brocexcessive strain on the back. Then do the hair shaft have too
— crispy fish,
much of one Joanna Adams, food basket; Tuesday '— coli casser
ole, hominy cheeseburger; Wednesvoluntary contractions, pulling in and chemical form of testosterone,
the service directors for the tacos and salad, ham
contracting your abdominal muscles male hormone.
gelatin with fruit, fruit day — lasa
Murray Cie)
gna,
, and and cheese baske
as much as you can, then relaxing and
t; juice and milk; Fri- barbecue
For this hormonally' caused type of Calloway County
sandw
ich;
Wednesday — sloppy day— vegetable soup
repeating.
hair thinning in women, some derma- Schools respectively
Thursday — bur.
joe, cheeseburger and sandwich, chicken
Strengthening your abdominal tologists have prescri
bed female
ritoes/chili, turkey club
The menus are submuscles with situps and leg lifts actu- hormones. This is not intende
d to ject to occasional basket; Thursday "— fried steak, buttered sandwich; Friday —
'By Lawrencetimb, M.D.
•
ally helps to eliminate back problems restore the hair yOu
fried
chicke
n
and
*
rolls,
potatoes, relish cup, fried chick
have already lost, change ecause
DEAR DR LAMB — I am 27. 5 and prevent many backaches. Many
en,- pizof the ham and cheese basket;
fruit salad, fruit juice zaburger.
feet tall and weigh 148 I gamed most people get backaches because they but to slow or stop the progressive availability of food and
Pizza, salad
hair
loss.
Frida
Estrog
y
—
en
can
soup
taken
be
and and milk. •
as a
of my wefght after a hysterectomy have weak abdominal muscles.
bar and a variety of
other special occasions. sandwich,
hamburger
Most of the fat is around my stomach. . I have discussed the steps you need pill, and Enovid E or Ovuhn are said
fruits,
vegetables and
Menus
are
as follows: basket. Pizza, salad bar
CALLOWAY COUNTY drinks are
There's no muscle. just flab, and it to take to slim your abdomen in The to' provide results in maintaining a
available
status
quo.
and assorted fruits,
hangs over my hysterectomy incision Health Letter 17-12. Winning'the.Ba
tThe lotion for female angdogenic
MURRAY CITY
vegetables and drinks
I have read that situps are the best tle of the Bulge. which I am sending
Calloway High
hair loss that I mentioned is a treatEast, North
————
thing for toning the stomach, but you. Others who want this issue
are available daily.
Monday — steak nugcan ment suggested by Dr. Vera Price, a
and Southwest
Murra
y
High
what if you have a bad back and tail- send 75 cents with a long, stampe
Robert
son
gets, grilled
d. dermatologist at the University of
Monday — spaghetMonday — chicken
bone" I want very much to tbne up self-addressed envelope'for it to
and Carter
me California in San Francisco. The cor- fried
cheese/soup; Tuesday ti/-meat
steak, barbecue
my stnnach. and any advice would be . in care of this newspaper, P.0 Box
sauce, fish
and
Headst
art
rect concentration is Dienestrol. 0.05
— crispy fish, corn beef sandwich;
appr.eciated
sandwich; Tuesday —
Tuesday —
1551, Radio City Station, New York. percent, in3a-krercent isoprop
Monday — ham- sandwich; Wednesday
yl
alcoDEAR -READER - Why.did' you NY 10019
burritoes, grilled
lasagna and rolls, hot burgers,
hol.
It
chees
dispens
is
e
ed in 2-ounce dropper
and — lasagne, barbecue
gain weight after your'hYsterectomy?.
cheese/soup; Wednesdogs; Wednesday — bacon sandwi
DEAR DR. LAMB — You -recently bottles and Dr. Price recomm
ends
ch, later sandwich; Thursday' — day
Were your ovaries removed.'too? If wrote about thinning hair
— pizza, chili dog;
barbec
ue
problems in that two droppersful be applied to the
chicken, fish '‘tots, black eyed peas,
burritoes/chili, turkey Thurs
so: are you taking hormones to aging women. I was-interested
day — turkey and
in see- scalp five days a week_ Pharmacists and cheese ntiggets; mixed fruit, fruit juice
replace the ovaries function?
= club sandwich; Friday dressing,
ing if your recommendations would and physicians who want a more com- Thursday — sloppy joe,
cheeseburger;
and
milk;
Tuesd
ay
You need a diet to help you lose help me. My dermatologist,gave me
— — fried chicken, pizplete reference can find it in "Current pepper steak: Friday — sloppy
Friday — cowboy
joe, pizza, whole z a burge rs. Pizza,
. that extra .weight. Even if you _the prescription you suggested.
but I Therapy': (Conn). published -by- W.B. b-urnitoes, grilled
exercise to tighten your abdominal cannot find a pharmacy that is
kernel corn, turnip cheeseburgers, salad beans/little links, subable to
marine. A variety of
cheese. Pizza, ham- greens and
muscles. you will not reduce your fill it. Can you give me any sugges- Saunders, 1983. p. 606.
eggs, ap- °bar, and a variety of
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
fruits, vegetables and
burgers, cheeseburgers, plesuce, fruit
juice
and fruits, vegetables and
in=t
drinks are available
chili bar and a variety of milk; Wedne
sday — drinks are available
daily.

School menus listed for week
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WINTER
• CLEARANCE
90-95-$20
Racks

DoFasrhio
-Mnsae

Dixieland Center

Prog. Info
753-3314
VIILIMAY THIATRIS

ANGEL's back...
with a vengeance!

T IS A WORLD WHERE
SANOVVORMS 1.000.FEET
LONG GUARD CREATION'S
_GREATEST.TREASURE
THE SPICE THAT
PROLONGS LIFE

(AVENGING
GEL
3:40 9:2,5 ONLY

Writer praises community on fire protection
By ESTELLE
of Michigan visited
SPICELAND
Calloway relatNes.
'Strange that as a new
James Patterson sadyear begins I should ly received a letter
and
open my Bible to Christmas card
from his
Jeremiah 9:1 and read 92-year-old sister,
Ger"Oh, that my head were tie of Texas, after,
her
Waters. and mine eyes a death. He had 'visite
d
fountain of tears," for her Thanksgiving.
after watching starvaConcorders Mrs. Etna
tion in Africa and other Bailey, Vidi
e
_places,of hearing of so Shackelford, Otis
,many tragic happen- Lovins and
maybe
ings, and after realizing others from here
spent
how much sickness and Christmas in
th.e/
sorrow there is all Murray-Calloway
Counaround us, I could sanc- ty Hospital.
tion those -%.ords in
'We never know what a
Jeremiah 9.
day will bring forth.
The Christmas season
Congratulations to all
did bring out the best in who are called
Congenerosity and corders, whethe
r in our
thoughtfulness most little village or miles
eveiywhere'and away in the hills,
weather was ideal.
valleys or on lake fronts
In the little village of for the required amoun
t
Concord, Christmas of signatures for
fire
Carol singing, neighbor- protection. Concor
ders
ly vigits, fruit baskets always come
across.
and small gifts cheered
Now, as one of the
lonely hearts and pro- older Concorders
. I
longed thanksgiving if recall memories
of Connot bringing Merry corders' loyalty always
.
Christmas.
At ball games the old
Christmas meant gymnasium would
be
homecoming for many. filled to capacity
with
Mrs. Noble' Lovins and. cheering fans.
her son, Eddie and wife,
I smile yet,

CLEARANCE
2 for 1 plus $1

DIRECTOR AND STAR WHO
BROUGHT YOU 10

DINO DE LAURENTIIS
PRESENTS

DUDLEY MOORE

Accessories 50%

Off

Micki & Maude

SHCIER9BARN
In The Dixieland Shopping Center

111114MCIP1H2

SISSY SPA(,Ek

Central Center

10-5
Meis.-111•11.

Instrument of your
Where there is
Peace,
darkness, light,
Where there Is hatred,
Where there is
let me sow love.
sadness. joy."
Where there is
For Time is running
despair, hope,
out for many of us.

A total of six one-hour
long workshops for
parents of elementary
school children have
been scheduled for Jan.
21 and 28, according to
Joy Waldrop, elementary school counselor
for the Calloway County
schools.
The purpose ,
cif the
workshops will be to
provide parents with
useful information and
strategies for dealing
with problems that
many normal children
face, said Waldrop. The
problem areas selected
were based on the
results of a rece,nt
survey of parent interest in the Calloway
County school system.
The one-hour long session will be held in the
board room of the
district superinten-

753-7220

Sycamore St.;
Mrs. Janice M. Thurmond and baby boy,
1712 Plainview; Mrs.
Susan Janell Fisher, 702
Vine St.; Matthew Alan
Roberts, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Lenna K. Henson
and baby girls, Rt. 2;
John G. C,ossey, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Geraldine C.
Sykes, 1 Hillcrest Cr.,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ola Mae Jobes,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Lexie C.
Watson, Rt. 2; Mrs. Ann
M. Morrison, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Willie Earlene
Turner, Rt. 5; Claude E.
Vaughn, 905 Pogue
Ave.; Mrs. Dortha Dean
Childress, Rt. 1,
Hardin;
. Thurman A. King, Rt.
1, Springville, Tenn.;
Jesse L. Heath, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Mrs. Geneva
D. Ferguson, 1005
Sharpe St.:
Mrs. Hazel P.
McGuire, West View
Nursing Home; - Mrs.
_Hattie F. Ragsdale, Rt,
3; Gil G. Hopson, Rt. 5.

7/187- 'vers
frown tbe DirArtor of -On(.441en Pond"

-Best Deal
of the Year"

P1C1111F

'
,Otte ta
''..11146w

CUNT EASTWOOD
BURT REYNOU)S

MENS
Pants
30-50 0. Off
BOYS
Sweaters
1/2 Price I
ALL
Ties
1/2 Price
REDUCED
Suits & Coats 30-50 0 0 Off
Jeans 8.
50°.
Casual Slacks
MORE
OR
Pr;cc% I

I

1:30, 3:15, 7:15, 9:10
1:30, 3:311
7:10, 9:10

— SOON —
PROTOCOL

Court SqUOrf.
414 Main

dent's office.
On Jan. '21. the
semirlars will begin at 5
p.m. and will continue
through 9 p.m. with the
schedule as follows;
• 5 - 6 p.m
Bedwetting.
• 6 - 7 pm
Childhodd fears.
• 7-8 p.m. — Noncompliance.
• ,8 - 9 p. m
Hyperactivity.
The schedule for Jan.
28 is as follows;
•.5-6 p.m. — School
phobia.
• 6-7 p.m. — Latch
key kids.
• 7-8 p.m. — Quei
tions concerning any
problems not previously
discussed in the
sessions.
For more information
about the workshops
contact Waldrop at
753-3033.

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 8, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby boy Fortner,
parents, Melanie and
Ronnie, Rt. 1, Murray;
Baby Boy Kuykendall, parents, Sheila and
Keith, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Glenda S. Duffy,
302 Cherry; Willard S.
Jones, 801 North 17th
St.; • Mrs. Arvada L.
McKnight, 1100

MEI. GIBSON

MIany ammo r

gov.
ove
car]

Workshops planned
for county parents
at the board room

Dismissals are listed

(411 Fall Shoes)

•

A NEW COMEDY FROM THE

remembering some
events.
I read last Halloween
of one money-making
event, somewhere, being a jail with bail
charged.
New Condord School
gym had a wire pen for
a jail.: I, as a teacher,
-and a young Church of
Chrisl niinister, Mr.
Chastain, were jailed in
that pen until some one
bailed us out. .
Another laughable
memory was at a Concord pie supper.
To be loyal as a
teacher, I took a pie,
though my husband
always wished, I had
majored in home
economics and learned
cooking.
•
My pie, in its
decorated box, brought
$10 because some loyal
citizens tested my husband's loyalty. He
bought it.
Former Concorders'
memories could fill
books.
Now as 1985 begins, I'
copy from a-Christmas
card this verse:
"Lord, make me an

1
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Price
Price
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Brake-Burchett\vows solemnized
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Eversmeyer gives program on birds

. Miss Theresia Lynn_
Brake and Edward
Charles Burchett ex• changed vows at the
"Common and in- Eversmeyer at a recent
nesting habits.
II 1 ldale United
teresting Birds Of Our meeting of the Garden
"Of special interest
Methodist Church,
Area" was the subject Department of the Murwas learning the names
Clarksville, Tenn.
ot the.pr.ogram ray.Woman's Club.
of the area's winter
The bride is the
presented by Dr. Harold . Eversmeyer showed-abirds and to see actual
daughter of Mr. and
slides of them," said
Mrs. Chester L. Brake
Janet Wallis, first vice
of Clarksville.
chairman of the
The groom its the son
department.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Dortba Jones inC. Burchett, also of
tro du ced Dr.
, A day of Keyboard dinator on the campus,
Clarksville.
Eversmeyer, a _proWorkshops focused on earned degrees at
The Rev. Carletonfessor of biological
successful piano pieces Southern Illinois
Thackston and the Rev.
science at Murray &pie
at the elementary* and University and
Denny Burchett ofUniversity.
Intermed
iate
levels la Michigan State
ficiated at the double
The department
scheduled Saturday, University.
ring ceremony.
chairman. •Rosanna
Jan. 19, in the Price
The bride was given in
Anyone interested in
Miller. presided. Effie
Doyle Fine Arts-Center attending the Keyboard
'marriage by her father.
Vaughn, gave the inat Murray State Workshops should call
She - wore a gotvti of
vocation. Reports were
University.
' white silk organza over
Dr. Stephen Brown,
given by Anna Mae
Sponsored by ,the workshop cooidinator,
princess taffeta. The
Dr. Harold
Owen and Jane Lane.
Department of Music pn at 762-4288 or 762-6333
portrait neckline',
or
Eversmeyer
Hostesses were Mary
the
campus,
workshop write to Keyboard
Renaissance puff-ilamilton, Pauline
-sessions in -the. Farrell Workshops, Departsleeves and basque
Recital Hall will include- ment of Music, Murray special slide program. Parker, Joan Whayne.
bodice were. embellish.
three to be conducted by State University, Mur- Many questions were Barletta Wrather, Irene
ed with re-embroidered
asked by the members Young. Millie Graves
menpbers of the music ray, Ky. 42071.
alencon lace, sped
conerning feeding and 'and Helen Hodges:
faculty with perforpearls and etched satin
mances
by
students
and
ribbon. The full skirt
an open foram on piano
ended in a chapel-train
literature.
enciryed with a deep
Session titles and
_ flounce.
times are as follows:
cathedral length
▪ "Burgmuller's
veil of sheer, silk illuTwenty-five -Easy and
sion was held hi' place by
Progressive Piano
a wreath of satin
Frances Drake
Studies" at 9 a.m. with
rosettes.
FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 12, 1985
Richard Scat as leader;
She carried a bouquet
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
✓ "Popular and
of white roses,
To find out what the stars say, read Oct. to
Useful Piano Pieces by
gardenias, stephanotis,
23 Nov.21)
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Kabalevsky" at 10:30
baby's breath and ivy.
Trying to distinguish between what
--trmr-Avittr-Ile.- Stephen
.• Miss Kiftiberly-DOwn
Ts-Tea& iiiniginhr
•
y difficUlt
Mr-and Mrs-. Echrfird Cfr.frIes gurchett—
Brown as leader;
(Mar..21 to Apr.18)
arake of Clarksville with peach silk roses.
,You don't have enough information to 7,
Tom Darnell of Finney, Sheri Sensing,
"Etach's Two-Part
A slight Misunderstanding could goon.
was the maid of honor.
Joe Dee Wall of
create a distance between you and a SAGITTARIUS
Bridesmaids we-re Clarkaville was the Nashville. Tenn., and Donna Haley, Evelyn Inventions" at 1:30 p.m.
loved one. The signals you give today (Nov.22to Dec.21)
Betsy Kimbrough, flower girl. Her dress Bob Langford, Bill Kim- Shamwell, Tina Nan- with Marie Taylor as
.
brough, Todd Harvey ney, Lisa Schmittou, leader; •( .
must be clear.
-Neither a borrower nor lender be. A
Brenda Edlin, Donna was identical
to the and Jim Burchett, all of
TAURUS
"• .'Ojteri Forum on
Karen Schmittou,
conservative course is your best bet in
Sensing and Sondra attendants'..
Clarksville.
(Apr.20th May 20)
Becky drake and Lynn Piano Literature" at 3
tAt any dealings involving money. Be-on
Sheilds, all of
Ewing' C. Burchett
The ring bearer was Brake 'served the p.m. where teachers
For the sake of better health, it may guard.
Clarksville, Judy Riley was best man for the
Matt Clark, also of guests.
be wise to cut down on socializing. A CAPRICORN
will have an opportunity
of Atlanta, Ga., Anita groom.
•
job idea needs further thought to be 1Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Clarksville.
The guest register to discuss their sucBedwell of Knoxville,
Groomsmen were
successful.
A reception, hosted by waè kept by Suzanne cessful piano teaching
Heed the warning of a friend about a
Tenn., and Teri Bur- Dale Garner
of
GEMINI
pieces.
career endeavor. You may be getting
chett of Dickson, Tenn. Tullahoma, Tenn., the bride's parents, was Welch.
May 21 to June 20 r
The first three sesinto something that's more cornAfter a wedding trip
The attendants wore Mark Young of Knox- held at the Commerce
Do not let a sense of personal in- plicated than you re
Union Retreat, to The Poconoi in Penn- sions will feature pergowns of peach organza ville, Wally Burchett
of
▪ security cause a rift with a loved one. AQUARIUS..
sylvania, the new Mr. foranances by students
over peau de sole. They Dickson, Robert Bur- Clarksville.
Your non-committal attitude causes f Jan. 20-to Feb. 18)
Lynette Ransdell, and Mrs. Burchett are at the elementary and
carried white lace fans chett of Madison. Tenn.,
-problems.
Travelers need to be careful of
Rhonda Hester, Cathey. residing in Clarksville,
intermediate levels.
CANCER
belongings or mixups in schedules.
Scott earned _Reefer-rJime2116Ju1y 22)
nIE -What is right and what is wrong is not
malice degrees at theA note of confusion. enters your exactly clear to you..
University of
Pacific
domestic life. Trying to do too many PIKES
and the University of
_- Aar
things - at once makes -lot.- jneffec- rFeb.I9to Mar.20)
now
Washington. He is worktiveness.
Concentrate effort.i.
You could be getting in over. your
ing toward completion
LEO
•
head in an investment deal. Do furof the D.M.A. degree at
The Board'Of the-Murray-Calloway County
Mr.and Mrs. Morris Riddle, ht. 8, Benton, are
(
July
23
Aug.
to
221
'X%
ther resParch before committing
the
Univer
sity of
-Need Line .Church and Cooperative Ministry,
Not everything you hear today will yourself. Caution is advised.
the parents of, a daughter, Jessica Dyan,
Wisconsin, Madison.
Inc., will meet Monday,-Jan. .14, at noon at
weighineeight pounds eight ounces, measuring
,.be....the truth. Don't be persuaded by
YOU BORN TODAY are both
Brown, who teaches
Pagliai's. All members are urged to attend by
hearsay. Postpone making important creative and practical. You have a
21 inches, born on Wednesday, Dec. 26, at 8:57
piano and organ at MurSidney Easley, president of the board. Reports
d
vec
iZo
ons.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
.
mystic side to your nature andinay be
ray State, 'earned
on the activities of the Need Line will be made by
s
They have another daughter, Jaime Leigh, 20it
drawn to psychic phenomena and
degrees at Tufts UniverE.uple Ward. executive director.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 months. The mother is the former -Sheri Haley.
religion. You must avoid a tendency
sity, Yale University,
Errors in judgment could occur to scatter your energies. More than
Grandparents are Mrs.. Sarah Riddle of Morthe Conservatory of
when shopping. Be on guard against most people, you need self-discipline
rowbone and Mr. and Mrs. James H. Haley, Rt.
Music in Naples, Italy,
fishy deals. Romance could be better to make the most of your abilities.
1, Alin°. Great-grandparentt are Mr. and Mrs.
The Single Connection will meet Saturday,
and Ohio State
-tonight.
Writing, theater, art and music are
Tom Morris, Shelbyville, Mrs. Rudy Haley, lit.
Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. at the North Branch of Peoples
University.
• LIBRA
areas in which you'll be fulfilled. A
1, Almo, and Mrs. Larue Bizzell, Murray.
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Taylor, who is
(Sept. 23 to-Oct. 22)
•
Zift home is imptirtant to_ your happiness.
to go as a group-to the-Murray-State-and-Akron
the keyboard unit coorWishful thinking could get in the though you're not always easy to live
Basketball Game at Rater Arena. Tickets are $5
way of common sense. A.relative and with. Birthday of.: Tex Ritter, singer;
for adults and $4 for students. Following the
The Board of Directors of the West Kentucky
you are on different wave lengths. Paul Revere, patriot: and Jack LonAllied Services. Inc., will be held Thursday. Jan.
game the group will go to 1890's Ice Cream
Don't try to ex-plain.
don,novelist.
17, at 3 p.m. at the West Kentucky Allied SerParlor 'for teffeshments.
By'.1311CiL1'vices Office . Building, 400 North Fifth - St.,
BROWNSTONE_
Mayfield:At this meeting the annual audit will
AP Food Editor
bee presented and program reports.win be given
Come for Dessert
The Music Department of -the Murray 4 on current program
s.
--Wohian's Club will meet Tuesday. Jan. 15, at
Ice Cream in Puff
•
Shells, Butterscotch
7:30 p.m. at the club house. Sammy Parker of
WSJP Radio will present the program on "Music
Sauce and Coffee
in the Field of Radio," according to Barbara
- Butterscotch,sauce
Local- perspns recentlY dismissed from
OFF MFR. SUG. LIST
In a 4-quart saucepan
'Jewell. program chairman. Hostesses will be
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include -Johnnie
stir together 2 cups
Barbara Brandon_Wanda Dick, Joanne Cavitt,
Galloway, -Dorothy Nanny and • Martha HutDebutante* Machine •
--Rebecca Dublin. Margaret Marsden, Barbara
sugar, 1 cup buttermilk,
Model 6211
chens, all of Murray, and Reva Hillman, New
Straight and zog-zag stitches
'-pound stick •butter, .
- Lax and Laura Miller.
12
Concord.
• Easy to remove bobbin
cup light corn syrup and
• Easy to carry handle
1 teaspoon baking soda.
Over medium heat, stirOnly
A youth group from the First United Methodist
ring often, bring to a full
Kuykenda
Paris,
Mrs.
6,
ll.
Rt..
Keith
Mr.
and
Church will Jeave Saturday, Jan. 12, at 9 a.m. to
rolling boil; boil until
Tenn., are the parents of a son. Brian la
go to Paoli, Ind., for a skiing trip. They will
-syrupy - about 10
weighing eight pounds two ounces, born on Tuesreturn on Sunday at 9 p.m. Attending will be
minutes. Stir in 1 teasday. Jan. 8, at the Murray-Calloway County
Rena Hodges> Eric Easley, Monty Kelsey, Carl.
poon vanilla. Sauce will
Hospital. The mother is the former Shelia MurKeeslar, Rick Jobs and Richard James,
be—thin, but. it will
ray. Paternal grandparents are Mrs. 'Helen
students,.-along with Chuck Guthrie, Melissa
thicken as it coOls.
Owen and J.R. Kuykendall of Paris and Mr. and
Murray Sewing Center
Easley and Barbara Shores, adult sponsors.
Makes about • 2 cup's.
APPROVED DEALER Bel Air Center
Mrs. M.B. Murray of Buchanan, Tenn.
753 5323
_
Serve warm over cream
puffs filled with -Ice
cream.
'Mr. and Mrs. RichardE. Smith, Rt. 2, Big SanMr. and Mrs. Michael Medling of Greenfield,
- • dy, Tenn., are the parents of a claughtere#Riachel
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter,Michelle
Elaine, weighing five' pounds 15 ounces. boN on
Lynn,weighing six pounds seven ounces born on
Sunday, Dec. 30, at the Murray-Calloway county
Sunday, Jan. B. at the Jackson-Madison County
HOSapital.'The mother is the former Teresa HutHospital, Jackson, Tenn. The mother is the
- chison. Grandparents are Roy and Mag Hutformer Bobbye Lyn Nance. Grandparents • are
chison. Big Sandy and Urishma and Ruby Smith, .
Mr. and Mrs. Clots Medling of Greenfield and
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance of Puryear, Tenn. 4#
Closed Sunday

Keyboard music workshops
scheduled here on Jan.
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Rachel Elaine Smith born
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Jessica Dyan Riddle born

Michelle L. Modling born

408 N./J-4
12th LrA

753-8214

NOW OPEN

SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00

Hillbilly '-Barn

Turnips 30' lb.
Red Potatoes $1.30 10 lb.
Russet Potatoes $1.40 10 lb: Cabbage 19' lb.
Celery 39' Stalk
Tomatoes 49' lb.
White & Red Grapes 99' lb. Juice Oranges 10 for $1.50
3 Lb. Yellow Onions 59'
White Grapefruit 5 for $1.0
1 Lb. Carrots 4 for $1.00
Pink Grapefruit'4- for $1.00
Lettuce 79' Head
Bananas 39'‘ lb.02
'Pears 4 for $1.00

Apples-Apples-Apples
Old Fashioned Winesap
31b Bag 994

Black

5th Bag $

1.50

.Apple Cider 2 Gal. For $5 or 1 Gal..
For $3
•••••

OPEN FRIDAYS TIL 8:30
•Alt•

"
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Community events
Friday,Jan. 11

Frida. Jan. 11

.

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Club will be at 7:30 p.m.
Foie and '..Accepted at Livestock and ExMasons will Meet at 7:30 position Center.
p.m. at the lodge hall.
---Saturday, Jan. 12
---Team captains .and
clarence Thomas and
church delegates for the Boyce Cravens will be
Billy Graham movie. honored at an-80th bilbthThe Prodigid." to be day celebration from 4
shown here. in March to 6 p.m..in Recreational
will meet Al 7 p.m. iii Building, Union Grove
Fellowship Hall, First Bapti,st. Church.
Baptist Church, 206 Puryear, -Tenn. The
South Fourth St.
family requests guests
---- •
not bring gifts.
• Round and squari.
---dancing will . be from
Area Track and Field
7:30 .to 11 p.m. with Training Clinic for
music by -Sharecropper coaches for "Special
at Lynn .Grove Roller :Olympics will be from
Rink.
10 a:m. to 30 .m. at
— -• Longfellow Elementary
Paducah .Cliapter.. of School. South 10th
Parents Without •Partners will Meet at 8 p.m. Street., Mayfield. For in4tmericati Legion formation call
Building. Legion Drive, 1-800-592-3980. • ,
Tado.cah. For informa" American Quarter:
tion call 1-554-5071
Horse . Association
Show %%111 start at
Horse
AA and Al-Anon will
8 a.m: at Livestock andp.m. at :J.1.•
meet at
Kevil Center-South 10th Exposition Center.
---Street Extended.
Methodist Men of In'Mayfield.
dependence United
Open horse show by
Methodist Phurch. wifl
New Providence Riding sponsor a hot dog and

Saturday. Jan. 12

Saturday, Jan. 12

chili supper at 6 p.m. at
church. An auct10/1 and
country ham give-away
will follow.
---Shower for Teddy and
Joy Rogers who lost
home by fire will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Farmington Community
Building. For information call 492-8642 or
1-345-2304.

p.m.. at Woodmen of
WOrld Hall
---Square and round
dancing witfi music by
Otis Elkins° and Band
will be from 7:30 to 11
p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
----

Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the
Daughters of the
American Revolution
will meet at 1:30 p.m.at
Holiday Inn With
Dorothy Byrn as
hostess'.
---The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Peoples Bank, North
12th and Chestnut, to go
to Murray State Baslietball Game.
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
The Murray Squar-ANaders will dance at 8

•••

1?um ma me aim IN MB
•

I
PERM or
I BODY WAVE
$j985

I

Regular $27.50
/
11
4
1 EN= mum

Is mum

PADUCAH

MURRAY

442-4386

753-0542

..6_011 Park Avenue

Olympic Plaza

Monday,Jan. 14

Elders of First Chris- Adams, Paducah. Dr.
---tian Church will have a Charles Smith will be
Mattie Bell Hays Cirbreakfast at 8 a.m. in speaker. Fot informacle of First Ualted
.•
Fellowship Hall of tion call 753-9385.
Methodist Church
church.
---Women will meet at 9:30
---Murray Band a.m. at the church.
Epiphany breakfast Boosters will have video
• ---- for men and boys of St. tape presentation at 7
Dorothy Moore Circle
John's Episcopal p.m. at Murray High of First
Presbyterian
Church will be at 7 a.m. School Cafeteria.
Church Women will
with the Church Women
Sunday,Jan. 13
•
Frtnn tk.sirofjean Cloar.‘
Alcoholics as hostesses.
---Anonymous will have a
County Fwegsion Agent
The Rev. and Mrs.
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
at the American Legion Montell Paschall will be
Building, South Sixth• honored at a reception
and Maple Streets. For for. 25th wedding aninformation call niversary from 2 to 4:30
753-0061, -762-3399 or p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
753-7764.
One of the most corp. refrigerators.
---mon New Year's resoluMonday,Jim 14
Second day of
July - July 4th sales,
Board of Murray. tions is the promise to summer goods
American Quarter
save money. Adopting a clearance,furniture and
Horse Association Calloway County -Need
shopping calendar may floor coverings.
Horse Show will start at Line Church and
8 a.m. at Livestock and Cooperative Ministry, be a big help in keeping
August - Back-tothat promise.
Inc., will meet at noon
school specials, garden
Exposition Center.
It tells when some of equipment, fall
at Pagliai's.---the best buys are fashions, furnitur*, furs
---Coffee honoring the
Suburban
available. Though and summer clothing
first anniversary of the
nothing is a bargain if clearance.
pastorate of the Rev. Homemakers Club will
you don't need it.
Thomas Schellingerhout meet at 7 p.m. at the
September - Back-toA shopping calendar school specials,
and his wife will follow home of Rachel Hendon.
will tell an individual housewares, home fur---the 10:45 a.m. service at
when needed and nishings, china and
A Special Open
First Presbyterian
Prayer Breakfast, sponwanted merchandise is glassware.
Church.
sored by Kiwanis Club, on sale, so a shopper can
October - Columbus
will start at 8:30 a.m. at
plan when to buy.
Day sales and fur
The calendar for fashions.
Holiday Inn.
many Kentucky stores
---Jiovember is as follows:
AA and Al-Anon will
January - White
have closed Meetings at
sales, resort wear, fur
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Berfton. For insales, furniture sales
formation call 753-0061, and Christmas
762-3399, 753-7764 or
clearances.
753-7663.
February - Furniture, home fur---nishings and
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Washington's birthday
NEW YORK (AP) sales.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Americans are spending
Club House. Each one is
Mar ch- more than ever on housto bring food for the
Housewares, china, ing, but are getting less
Humane Society.
silver, luggage and value than their parents
garden- supplies. •
---did, according to two
Registration for sprApril - Easter mer- housing authorities.
ing semester classes at
chandise, spring cleanGeorge Sternleib,
ing supplies, paint, director, of the Center
Murray State University will be from 9 a.m. to
men's and boys' for Urban Policy
3:30 p.m. on the upper
clothing, fur storage Research at Rutgers
level of the , Curris
campaigns and garden University, said on the
Center.
supplies.
PBS television series,
. May
---White goods, "Adam Smith's Money
televisions, .handbags World," that:
Jackson Purchase
,Audubon Society will
and lingerie.
"With a median inmeet at 7 p.m. at
June - Sportswear, come of $20,000, you
Paducah Area Vocacamp clothes, lumber, can't buy a house in
tional Center, 2400 "storm windows and most areas of the coun-

Monday,Jan. 14
meet at 7:15 p.m. at
home of Jean Moore. •
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.

rt
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A
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13]
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Shopping calendar
can,save time and money
Veterans' Day and
Thanksgiving sales,
pre-Christmas sales,
blankets and table
linens.
December - Winter
clothing specials and
toy and gift specials
(after Dec. 21).
It would be wise to
make a list of sizes, colors and styles for the
whole family, so shopping becomes a much
more pleasurable experience. It would also
'be smart to know the
store's return policy
before buying sale
merchandise.

•

Owned and Operated by Tom and Yvonne Key

The original family haircutters.
We back Our
Quality With A
Money Back
Guarantee

try. Middle America is
hurling. A mortgage of
11, 12 or 13 percent
means people may be
spending 40 percent of
their income for housing. That's an enormous
sacrifice."
David 0. Maxwell,
chairman of the Federal
National Mortgage
Association, said potential hOmeowners should
remember that they will
get less house for the
same money than their
parents did, and that it's
going to cost more to
maintain the house.
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Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9 A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat. 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sun. 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
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MINIMUM
eRICE CHANGES .
er, Jon". ct.ortge

4,1

every U‘Sy

•very •••ek

.114
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changes Ore. ;ion r,pa f
aomeone to ,moir• prrce
chor.3eb ••••ry deip .14
Pertear. do yea
Saltine Crackers
Salad

Dressing

Catsup

16 Oz.49'

We carry many name brands but
if we find a product of equal quality but at a lower price we buy it.
We don't pay for fancy labels and
neither do you.

$2 n
aga
ma
sell,
posi
was
cau
hos
Her
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an
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yea:
Ti
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Mar
and
Inc
Chad
reo
auto
all y

Qt. 99'
Qt. 79
'

Grape Jelly

32 Oz. 99'

Peanut

18 Oz. 99'

Butter

Strawberry Jam
Hot Sauce
Creamed Shortening
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17(
19,
th
Co
$5(
Or
all
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Americans now spending
more than ever on housing

No oppointmonts nicessory.

AIQ

Monday,Jan. 14

Sunday,Jan. 13

32 Oz. $1 19
, 6 Oz. 33
'
42 Oz. $ 1 39

Ho

Houser Valley Bacon

Lb. $ 1 19

—•001

Turkey

39C

Drumsticks

Chittlings
Turkey

Drip Coffee

90
10 Lb. $9

Hamburger Patties

10 Lb. $599

Drumsticks

Lb.

39C

- -

26 Oz. $379

Krock Spread

3 Lb. $ 1 49

Cheese Food

2 Lb. $ 1 99

Pie Shells

2 Pk. 594

Orange Juice

Waffle Syrup
Biscuit

Mix

Feder
Janus
Kriiflj
Itepor
liecea
&
Swaim
N I.!
S0011
Is z•

em

Frozen Ring 99'

24

79

Corn Oil
Corn

Flakes

18 Oz. 99c

Frosted Flakes

20 Oz. $1 59

Dry Detergent

'4901. 5 1 29

Liquid

Bleach

Light Bulbs

Gallon 59`
2 Pk. 65`

-
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Old'familiar federal checks getting facelift

limo,.• Nom fa. 11.0 I .••••••••
••••••••• loreofty• •
PookmAio•

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Financial Focus Series

•
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WM.Edward
v D. Jones
*Co.

By Randy Salidin
Forbes
magazine change is never approvrecently ran an article on ed, the tax deduction- of
Individual Retirement the deposit is a .benefi
t
Accounts (IRAs. The ,hoiv. For example, an
author began the article annual $2,000 contribuby wrjting, "Here is the tion made on Jan...1 each
gift from Uncle Sam,the year for the next 10 years
kindest thing the govern- would-grow to more than
ment has done for the $35,000' at a modest 10
working stiff since percent coriripouriding repealing Prohibition, rate. Added to the tax
and most American benefits, that makes for
families still have riot. a vett.); good return on
taken advantage of it." your rrioney, wouldn't
Almost everyone com- you say?
plains taxes are a major
Another group feels
concern, • and not only
have federal taxes con- they're too young to start
tinued to take a larger a retirement plan. They
plece.of earnings, state -seenr-tcF-feet- thre's an
and local taxes are endless amount of time
beginning to erode the in the future to start worfamily budget in larger rying about retirement,
and larger proportions. and they don't want to tie
Yet, at the beginning of up their money. Others
1984, only 50 percent of just procrastinate and
the households with in- never start an IRA —
comes in excess of -they'll do it next year,
$50,000 had opened IRAs. they say,.but next year
Or, to put it another way, never comes-. And, of
almost half of the "af- course, there are those
_ ,fluent_taxpayera' (that's who just never let
what they call folks who themselves,accumulate
earn more than $50,000 a $2,000 in cash. If this is
year) are not taking ad- the case, the ideal way to
vantage of the tremen- amass the annual condous tax benefit offered tribution is to set up a
by IRAs. Also. according budget that accounts for
to the same article. only a monthly contribution
22 percent of all qualified into an IRA account.
taxpayers have purchas. About $16e a month will
get the job done, and you
ed them.
If it's such a good in- could -accomplish this
vestment. why don't through a payroll deducmore people take advan- tion plan at work or an
tage of it? You might ask automatic bank draft.
and rightfully so. Some
So let's begin this
rationalize they're too series on the Individ
ual
close to retirement for retirement plan by saythe current $2,000 a year ing if you'xe _not_ ta.king
deposit limit ($2.250 if advantage of IRAs,
for
you're married and filing whatever reason
, you're
a joint return ) to be of missing the _"kind
est
benefit.'There's legisla- thing the govern
ment
tion being considered has done for the workin
g
that would increase this person since repealing
limit, but, even if this Prohibition."

WASHINGTON (AP). which are issued lion
centers, the new
The Treasury Depart- annually.
check will be phased in
ment Thursday unveiled
The new checks over the next two
years.
a new pale peach. feature a full-le
ngth
The first persons to
coloredgovernment drawing of the Statue of get
the new checks will
check, which will Liberty on the left side
be residents of
replace the green punch and a less-distinct drawDelaware, Maryland,
card which has been lxj ing of the statue's head
Pennsylvania and the
use for the past 40 years. and upraised arm on the
District of Columbia
Treasury Secretary right.
who are due refunds thisDonald T. Regan' said
To. discourage year from the Interna
l
the change, when corn- counterfeiter-s,
-the-new—Revenue Service. StarRleted in 1987, will save e heck , made of
ting in February, refund
the government $6 -lightweight paper,
chepcks for citizens livmillion a year in the features a rainbow nf
ing in those areas will be
printing and distribu- colors beginning with made
with the new
tion of the 600 million pale blue on the left,
checks.
government checks shading to light green
In May, approximately 200,000 Social SecuriOn Jan. 4, 1966 Ronald and then pale peach.
Because extensive ty re c ipi
Reagan announced he
ts in
would seek the. equipment changes will Philadelphia will begin
Republican nomination be required at, the receiving their
for election as governor department's seven payments with the new
regional check produc- check.
of California.

The first nationwidi
use of the check will be
..the. December Social
Security payment. The
government plans to
print all 20 million
Social Security checks
that month using the

new check.
come, civil service
Starting in February retirement, veterans
1986,ill IRS ta,x refunds benefits and compensawill be made with the tion. railroad retirenew check.
ment, federal salary
Other payments to be and payments to comconverted include sup- panies doing business
plemental security in- with the government.
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S2 million suit filed
against asbestos firms

•

,CINCINNATI (AP —
The 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals has
ruled that a Kentucky
woman can sue the
asbestos industry over
the 1979 death of her
husband.
Eileen Herron filed a
$2 million lawsuit in 1980
against .16 asbestos
manufacturers or
sellers, alleging that exposure(to asbestos that
was in their produets
caused the death of her
-husband, Douglas R.
Herron, in McCracken
County, Ky. Herron was
an asbestos. insulation
mechanic and worked
with the material for 38
years.
- Two of the lawsuit's
defendants, Johns Manville Sales Corp.
and Unarco Industries.
Inc. later -Med for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy
reorganizations,
automatically freezing
all proceedings against

I.

the two.companies.
In April 1983. U.S
District Judge Edward
H. Johnstone granted
_the request of the other
defendants in Mrs. Herron's lawsuit to halt her
proceedings against
them until the JohnsManville and Unarco
bankruptcy reorganizations are completed.
Johnstone ruled that
those two companies
were indispensable parties to any claims that
might be -assessed
among the defendants.
But the appellate
court reversed that rulMg Thursday, saying
the bankrupt companies
are not indispensable to
proceed with the suit,
• "
"The effect of a stay is
simply to delay the trial
for some period of- time.
It does not affect the
substantive rights and
duties of the litigants,"
the appeals court ruled

Kordite Trash
and Grass Bags
•40 Count package
•Fits up to 26 gallon can
.Dispenser pa.ckoging.
•Twist ties included
•No. E3-40i-0
•Reg 3.94

•

•

a

0

•

Right Guard
Deodorant

Purex Heavy''
Duty Laundry
Detergent
•
•

a
•
a

, •

Powder
•Reg. 4.6

Hog market report listed
Federal Slate Market %ea% Sert
-January II. 190.5
24,e11211ek, Purchase 4rea Hog Market
Iteport In,lude. 11 114191na Station.
Receipts: Act. 2711 Est. 1030 ltarroas
Gilts .50 higher Mows stead ern
plaints .50 higher
S 1 2 210 2.50 Rea
9111.73 49.2.5
some 40.75
114 t MO 210 lbs
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e

•
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`44,ws
IM 1.2 2741,350 lb..
157.00-3.401
I O .13 34141,430 193.
2301.110 39.401
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•
1-3434$3001120.$314.00 41.50 few 42.00
I 13 1 3 300 050 lbs.
$110044.01
tM 2-3 2410-240) lbs.
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Mears 232.00 34...101
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Sermon topics and events far various city and county churches listed
Various churches in
the city and county have
-announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Jan. 13, as follows:
--- Seventh and Poplar
John Dale, pulpit
minister, will speak at
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and
6 p.m. services at the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ..
"Grace Through
Faith" with scripture
from Ephesians 2:8-9
will be the morning sermon topic. The evening
topic will be "Claim
Your Mountain, Caleb!".
with scripture from
Joshua 14:12, 13.
Jerry Bolls will direct
the song service
Assisting will be Jerry
Ainley, -Roger Garner,
Joe Thornton, Gerald
Coles, Danny Cleaver.
Rodney Lowe, Edgar
Rowland, Charles
Lamb, Tommy Carraway. Jeff Humphreys. Kenneth
Cleaver, Ray Karraker,
Howell Clark. itoy_Har.•snon,-Earl- Nanny, Jim
Thurmond, Eddie
Rogers. Glen B. Gibbs
and Kenny Hoover. .
Bible classes will be
at 9.45 a.m. '

The Chancel Choir Hazel Baptist Church.
Scribner as organist.
will be at 10:45 a.m
will sing the anthem,
Music will be directed
A coffee honoring the
---This I Believe," with by Gene Orr Miller with first anniversary of the
Palestine
Paul Shahan as director Gwyn Key. as organist pastor and his wife will
-How It All Began"
and Bea Farrell as and Oneida White as follow the worship with scripture from
pianist.
organist.
service.
John 1:35-49 will be the
Sunday School with
At 6:30 p.m. the first
Church School sermon by the Rev.
of four-session video Greg Story as director Assembly will begin at Marvin Lee Napier,
tapes on -The Biblical will be at 9:45 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. with Eleonor pastor, at the 11 a.m,
Basis for Missions" by Church Training with Kodman as director. service at the Palestine
Dr. - Ellsworth Kalas, Gary Raspberry as Teachers include Faye United Methodist
pastor of the church of director will be at 5:30 McConnell, Primary I; Church, Holy Commuthe Savior' U.M.C. in p.m.
Pete Phelan, Primary nion will follow.
Cleveland, Ohio, will be
The Rev. Napier will
; Marion O'Rourke.
presented.
South Pleasant
Juniors; Mimi Piercy, also speak at the 6 p.m.
The Rev. Paul Junior and Senior High; worship service.
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m7
McAdoo will Speak from Sal Matarazzo. Jesse
Church School with
---Mark 1 at the 10:45 a.m. Rogers Class.
Harold Sheppard as
First Baptist
service at the South •
superintendent will
---Dr. Greg Earwood, Pleasant Grove United
Goshen Methodist
start at 10 a.m.
pastor, will spak at the Methodist Church.
The Rev. Don
---10:45 _a.m. and 7 p.m.
Dr. Truman Whitfield Faulkner, pastor, will
Westside Baptist
services at the First will direct the Church speak at the 11 a.m. and
The Rev, Charles
Baptist Church. This Choir as members sing 6:30 p.m. services at the Blair will be the guest
will be "Family Com- "The Way .That He Goshen United speaker at the 9 and
mitment Sunday."
Loves" with Tommy Methodist Church. He 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Adult Choir, Gaines as organist and will be assisted by Ran- services at the Westside
directed by Wayne Kathy Erwin as pianist. dy Wilson.
Baptist Church. Tommy
Halley, will sing. "In
Also assisting will be
Nikki Faulkner will Scott will direct the
Jesus" at the morning Polk and Edith Story, give the children's music.
hour. The Men's Choir Otto Erwin, Bobby Hill, devotion.
At the 9 a.m. service
will sing "Take the Richard Nesbitt,
Charles Proffitt will Millie Baker will sing a
Name of Jesus" at the Michael Parks and direct the song service solo and also be the
evening hour. Accom- Holmes Dunn.
with Carolyn Venable as pianist with Kathy
'panists are, Allene
Sunday School will be .organist and Susanne Ligon as organist. sl
Knight and Joan at 9:45 a.m. and -LTMYF Coleman as organist.
The Church Choir Will
Bowker.
will meet at 5 p.m.
Sunday School will be. sing "One Day ,Too
The Rev.. G.T_Moody.
---at 10 a.m. and Choir Late" at the 10:50 serasspciate • pastor. and
First Presbyterian
Practice at 5:30 p,m.
vice. Cindy Wyatt will
Charles Vinson, deacon
The Rev. Thornas
---sing a solo at the 6 p.m.
of the week,
. will assist.
Schellingerhourt pastor,
Russell's Chapel
hour. Susie 'Scott will be
Sunday School will be - will speak about "LookThe Rev, Marvin Lee pianistand Patsy Neale
First Methodist
at-9:30 a.m. and Church ing For Leaders" with Napier, pastor, will 'will be torganid.
Dr. Walter E. . Training, GAL RAs and scripture from I Corin:- speak about "How It,All
Sunday'School will be
Mischke, Jr., minister, Acteehs to meet at 6 thians 12:28 at the 10:45 Began"
with scripture at 10-a.m.
will speak about "Pray- p.m.
a.m, service at the First from John 1:35-49 at the
ing Without Asking"
'Presbyterian Church.
.
--- 9:45 a.m. service at the
First Christian
with scripture from
"But I Will Bide Me" Russell's Chapel United
Hazel Baptist
Dr. David C. Roos,
Psalms 631-8 at the
The Rev. Jarnes T. will be the anthem to be Methodist Church.
pastor, will speak about
1050 a.m. service at the Garland, pastor, will; sung by the Chancel
A Holy Communion "Bind Up the BrokenFirst - United Methodist speak at the 11 a.m. and Choir with Daniel Craig service will follow
his Hearted!" with scripChurch.'
• 630 p.m. services at the as director and Cynthia sermon. Sunday School ture from
Isaiah 61:1-3
Open Dolly 9-9:
Suncley 12-6
egu101 Pnces is4ov von At Some
Stores Due To Loco C ornpePhor,

SAVINGS
'Watches 25% Off

Compact Portable Block-and-White TV
Sale Price Instant picture and sound, low
pOwer usage Perfect second set Save
shoe end %eh

%kr, Or.

Save 31°.
Our 28 97

Save 23°.
Our Peg 12 88

7-pc. Cookware Sei
SilverStone' interior, 1-, 2qt covered saucepans.
10" fry pan. more Save

4-way Hand Cart/Dolly
Capacity for heavy-duty
loads Converts from'2
wheel to 4 wheel Save

Peg rA•

Sale Price

580
Robeson
Coffee Molter

20.88
L. 5.00
mit 15.88

2/994

urPq
')
4

Coronet Facial Tissue
150 Ct Box

Each
11-oz.• Barbasol'
Shave Cream
Regular, menthol
lemon lime or conditioning formulas

at the 10:45 a.m. servtce Smith will be pianist.
at the First Christian
Sunday School with
Church,
Margaret Boone will James Rose as
direct the music with superintendent, Regina
Emily Davis as organist Peeler as organist and
and Meagan Outland as Susan Jones as pianist
will be at 9:45 a.m. •
candle lighter.
Assisting will be Bill
Marvin, Howard
Titsworth, DonsMoCord,
Ron Cella, M.C. Ellis,
Mike Holton, Dan
McKeel, Fred Wells and
Sarah Van Meter,
Elders' Breakfast will
be at 8 a.m., Sunday
School at 9:30 a.m.,
Elders Meeting at 6:30
p.m. and Church Board
Meeting at 7 p.-m.
---

---Sinking Spring
The Rev, Eddie
Young, pastor, will
speak about .'The
Tragedy of Lost Opportunity" with scripture
from Luke 4:14-31 at the
11 a.m. service and
about "Two Witnesses
of God" with scripture
from Revelation 11:3-13
at the 7 p.m. service at
the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.

Grace Baptist
The Rev, R.J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak about
"Assurane of Salvation" at the 10:50 a.m.
service and about "God
Is Our Assurance" at
the 5.:30 p.m. service at
the Grace Baptist
Church.
Leland Peeler will
direct the Church Choir
members sing "What
Leave Behind" at
the morning hour.
Dwane Jones will be
organist and Anita

at

r

Max McGinnis will
direct the music with
Laura Paschall as
organist and Sharon
Furches as pianist.
W.T. Hurt will serve
as deacon of the week.
Sunday School with
Sonny Lockhart as
director will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training with Darrell Walker
as director will be at 6
p•rn•

Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, interim minister,
will speak at 10:50 a.m.
and 7 p.m. services at
the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Assisting will be
Ralph Bogard, deacon
of the week, and Lee
Housden.
a
!
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by .Milton
Gresham, will sing "Ye
Shall Be Witnesses" at
the morning hour.
Margaret Wilkins is the
accompanist.
Sunday.School will be
at 9:40 a.m. and Church
Training will be at 6
p.m.
---Episcopal
Fr. David Robinson,
vicar, %%41) conduct Holy .
Eucharist services at 8
and 10:30 a.m. at the St.
John's Episcopal
Church.
Assisting will be
Krystel Mowery, Will
Gentry, Meredith
Julian, Tracey Harrington, Nancy Schempp,
Kathy Gentry, Glenda
Mansker, Donna Clark
and Cathy Krizan.
Epiphany Breakfast
will be -at 7 a.m. and
Education classes will
start at 9:15 a.m.

CBS leads in ratings for season
continues with Sunday football

NEW YORK (AP) - sion of college football
At the halfway point of games on ABC and NBC
the prime-time ratings the night of New Year's
season, the pecking Day. "Victor, Victoria"
order of CBS followed became CBS' top-rated
by NBC and then ABC moviesthis season, rankwas exactly as it's been ing seventh for the
for much of the cam- week.
paign and the way one
ABC's Sugar Bowl
CBS analyst expects it between Nebraska and
to stay.
LSU was the week's
After 15 weeks, CBS lowest-rated broadcast
has a commanding one- and NBC's Orange Bowl
point edge • over NBC, match -up between
which, in turn, leads Washington and
ABC by 1.2 rating Oklahorria was No. 25.
points: CBS' has an The combined ratings of
average 17.1 rating to the games was 24.1,
NBC's 16.1 and ABC's down from last year's
14.9, the lowest midway 32.3, and just slightly
mark for ABC since the better- than the 23.6 for
1982-63 season.
"Victor, Victoria."
"For NBC to overtake
A repeat of the first inus, it would have to win stallment of ABC's "The
every week by more Thorn Birds," the sethan ,one point and ABC cond highest-rated
would have to do the miniseries of all time
same thing to overtake when it was broadcast
NBC," said Mike nearly two years ago,
Eisenberg, CBS' direc- was the week's 30thtor of audience rated show.
measurement. "It
Ratings compiled by
doesn't look like that's the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
going to happen." .
the week of Dec. 31-Jan.
The week of Dec. 6 were released as
31-Jan. 6 certainly follows:
didn't deviate from the
1. Runover of NFC
norm. . • • ••
Championship Game,
•
CBS, helped by having CBS, 32.6, 27.7 million
football on Sunday and homes.
by not having it on Tues2. "Simon SE Simon,"
day, -built its highest CBS, 27.0, 22.9 million
ratings for one week and homes.
largest margin of vic3. "Dallas," CBS,26.3,
tory this season.
22.3 million homes.
According to figures
-4. "Dynasty," ABC,
released Tuesday by the
A.C. Nielsen Co., CBS,
with eight of the top 10
shows, had a seasonhigh 19.3 rating, compared to NBC's 15.1 and
ABC's 14.6.
One rating point
equals 1 percent of the
nation's 84.9 million TV
homes watching a netWASHINGTON (AP)
work luring any given United Methodist
minute of prime time.
families and individuals
Sunday's NFL cham- were urged to
pray at
pionship game between mealtime
each evening
Chiesigo and San Fran- In early
January for
cisco spilled into prime world
peace, for the
time for eight minutes arms
talks in Geneva,
and became the week's Switzerlan
d and partop-ranked broadcast ticularly
for U.S.
with a 32.6 rating. The Secretary of
State
17-minute post-game George Shultz
and
show was No. 5 with a Soviet Foreign
Minister
25.0 rating.
Andrei Gromyko.
But CBS and its movie
The denomination's
"Victor. Victoria" also social-concerns
board,
beneYited from a colli- headed
by Bishop

26.2, 22.2 million homes
5. "60 Minutes." CBS,
25.5, 21.6 million homes.
6. NFC Championship
Post-Game, CBS, 25.0,
21.2 million homes.
7. "Viclor, Victoria,"
CBS, 23.8, 20.0 million
Nefp
homes.
8. "Magnum, p.I.."
CBS, 22.8, 19.4 million
homes.
9. "Murder,
he
Wrote,"- CBS, 22.4, 19.0
million homes.
10. Runover of Rose
Bowl Game,' NBC, 22.3,
18.9 million homes.
11. "The Cosby
Show," NBC, 21.8, 18.5
million homes.
11. "Crazy Like a
Fox," CBS, 21.8, 18.5
million homes.
13. "Falcon Crest,"
CBS, 21.5, 18.3 million
homes.
14. "Knots Landing,"
CBS, 21.4, 18.2 million
homes.
15. -The Fall Guy," ABC, 21.2, 18.0 million
homes.•
15. "Family Ties,''
NBC, 21.2, 18.0 million
homes.
17. "Charlie Brown
Special," CBS, 21.0, 17.8'
million homes.
18. "Hotel," ABC,
20.3, 17.2 million homes.
IS. "Webster," ABC,
20.3, 17.2 million homes.
20. "Knight Rider,"
NBC, 18.8, 16.0 million
homes.

Families, individuals
of United Methodist
urged to pray, peace
William Boyd Grove of
Charleston, W.Va., and
staff executive
Haviland C. Houston,
also asked local churches to pray for the
talks at warship services and church school
classes.
"Let us seriously pray
for Mr. Shultz and Mr.
Gromyko to have the
will and patience to
negotiate, as well as the
necessary skills,
wisdom and courage."

UM' it 2
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UCK'S

7:30-5:30 MON.-FRI.
PANELING SAT.
7:30

A.M.-3:00 P.M.

10,000 BTU
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Style Rugs

Vcs
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Save
Our 1 17-1 27 Quart
K morr 10W30 Or 10W40 Motor Oil
Choice of oil for all seasons
Our 2.17, Plastic Funnel, 1.47
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to
'89"
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Our 197 Pkg
Panasonic' Alkalenis Batteries
9-vott of pkg of 2 C or D
Ow 1.47, Pkg. Of 2"se ....774
Our 2.
01 4"AA" . ..1.47

700 U.S. Highway 641 N.
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Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
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BAPTIST

URACEjlAPTIST
Sunday School
045am
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Singing Eve Worship
6 00 p m

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
II 00 am
' 600 p m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
1100am
Morning WorslUp
7 00 p m _
Eiening Worship
CHESITIUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m '
1100am
Morning Worship
COLDWA TER
Homily/ Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 15 a m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00.1 m
Sunday Night
6 00 o
. EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
6 Olipm
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p in
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1100am
Morning WorthIP

HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 15 a m
Morning Worship,
11 00A m
Church Training
•
&AO pm
Evening Worship
600pm
Wednesday Evening
7 00 pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 30a in
Worship Service
II
Evenuig Service
5 30 pm
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p pi
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
.
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching
1100am 4600pm
Wednesday Night
700pm
•
LOCUST GROVE
•
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 OD p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lit Sunday
..201Inm
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
MOUNT HOREB
.
FREE WILL BAPTIST
Sunday %loot
9 30 a m
Worship'r
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MASIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
6 09 p m
NORTHS1DE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Eyening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PRO'.IDENCE
- Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching Seri,
11 00• m
Nightly Service
6 00 o m

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
' 15 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30 p
BAPTIST
FAITH
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9- 30 am
Worship
10 45 a m & 7•00 p m
Church Training
600pm
FLINT BAPTIST.
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 15 pm

3

LYNN GROVE
9 45 a IT
Worship Service
10 45 a.pi
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 ism
Worship Service
10 30• m
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
MT CARMEL
Worship-Service 1000 a.m 2nd Sunday.
11 CIO a.m 4th Sunday. Sunday School 10 00
am. 1st. 3rddtri Sunday. 11 am 2nd
Sunday • .
•
MT. HEBRON
Womb* Service 10 ab a m -let Sunday 4.
.11.00 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 11-00
• m ist Sunday - 10 00• m 2nd. 3r4&
c
4111 Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00
Worship
.
1100am
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship. 9.45• m
Sunday School
1100am
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 •.m
Morning Worship
1045 am
Evening
600 p m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
•
Sunday School
10.00.9 m
Morning WOrnElp
11:30am
TEMPLE HILL UNITED. •
Morning Worship
10-00 a in
Sunday School
11110 a m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
SundaY School
- 10•a m.
Morning Service
• 1100am
Pastor William J. Pratt

BETHEL'. SITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun Night
6 00 p m
BROOK'S CFLOEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
1111 o rning- Worship
It 00 am
list & 3rd Sun Night
7 00 pm
COLD% ATER.UNITED
Worship Service tt 001st 62nd Sunday.
0 ODA m Tril & 1th. Sunday Schoo1.10 00
m 1st di 2nd Sunday, II 00am 3rd & 0.13.

i

_CVLE_SCAMPGROUNL1 Worship Service
• 0.00
Punclay School
9 45
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
1000am
Worship
11 MI a m 6,00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Morship_
8 65610 50•m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
orahip Service
1100am
Sunday School
10 OD a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening Ser %or
.
6 30 p
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Worship
1000am
Sunday School
1100am
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sujiday Schooi
.
• 10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
KIMSEY UNITED
Simday Srhool
10 00 a m
Morning Werstdp•
11 60.'m
Evening Worphip
7 00 P
.m

ST HENRY -S
CATHOLIC CHURCH' -Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Suriday Masses
6 30p
tiOra m Sunday
II SO a m.Sunday

FIRST CHRISTIAN
.
ur.hip Services
10 45 a m
•
& 6 00 p m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
PELIAnkSHIP
Worship
•
.
10 30 a m.
Bible School
11-30 a m
Evening Service
6 OD pm

0

RANDY THORNTON

II arn.
p in

.01,1

OWENS CHAPEL
11_ 00 A.,pi
Morning Worship 6 30 pm
Everung Worship
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
MISSION
•
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
6p m
Worship
POPLAR.SPRING
I I 00 a m
Mornmg Worship
1 30 p m
E vening oriMp
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II 00 a.m
7 16 p m
Evening Worship
SC'OTTS GROVE
II 00 am
Worship Service
So p rv
• ,tly
"i
SINKING SPRING
11 Maim
Morning Worship
7 30 pm
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 OD a m
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Training Union
7 30 pm
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
Wed Worship
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH ,
Morning Worship
9 45 a m
11-00 a m
Sunday School
•
SUGAR CREEK
11•010am
Morning Worship
6 45 p.m
Evening Worship
WEST FORK •
1100 a.m
Mornrig Worship
6.00 p in
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening
7,100 p m
„.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a m.
Sunday School
'
Morning Worship
1050 a m
Evening Worship
COO p .in'
700pm
Wed Evening Ser

a
5

rI

PRESBYTERIAN

I M'S 501 Ft
Sunday School &
Bible Class
Worship

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School ' . _
9 30 a rr.
Worship Service
10 45 km
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
'Sunday School
• .
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11-00 am
Evening Rorihm
- 7 00 p m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9.45 am
Worship Service
11 00 a m,
OAK GROVESunday School
1000ami
Worship Service
00 a m & 7 00 p m

I -MEER!,
• .5 a in
oil .1 in

ST JOFLN'S EPISCOFIL
Holy Communion
,‘ 00am
Christian EducaUon
0 5a m
Holy Communion
!D 30

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

NAZARENE

SERVICES
Farmer Ate & 17th St Murray
Sunday
11 00 a In
Sunday School
II 00am:
2nd Wed
730 pm
RR 2nd Wed
12-00•3 re m

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
It 00 a m
Sunday-School .
10 00 a'in
Evening Worship •
4.30 pm
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
lionung Worship
10 45a m
itt•Ar.ing Word%
6 00 a m
Wednesda Worshi
6 30 • m

CHRISTIAN
•
COMMUNITY-CHURCH
SundarSchool
9 30•ny
Morning Worship-10.30 a m
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. I/ester
Sunday School
10 6Q_a_jrn
Worship
11'00 a m

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

'BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symons HWy yinionia
Sunday School
9 45 a m
.Morning Worship
ii OD am
Wed Evening
ilp p

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
3151 S 16th St
Sunday School
1100am
Sacrament Moot
It 50am

HILLMARK DIST.
CATALOG SHOWROOM

•

di

-

In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871
Specializing

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North

Lynn Grove Rood

(

Dodge

489-2533

111111111111111111111111111111

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

MURRAY DATSUN
• CHRYSLER-DODGE

401 Olive - 753-5312

Kentweitv Fried Piaui

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Jack Marshall - Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Ordsrs 753-7101

FORD

753-2411

Murray Electric System

604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

Plymouth

Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete

East Main Street

1

Parker
reome•tvva&- Ford Inc.
THOROBRED
COMPUTER

Home Of The
' Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
---1 ------- 719 South 12th
753-3822

111),

Av

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA *MURRAY• 753-7733

753-3540

.GOLDEN
CORRAL

COB

701 Main - 753-5273

Open All Year
v(J)Fresh Fruits
Vegetablds

Hillbilly 'Barn

•

MOM STOCKADE

JCPenney

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sollin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center

753-0440

• ,
- Byron s Safe
-T
Discount l'harinacN

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.

Est•6cla
Pi....scri)tion Pric!;•-•
11 run hrrbu.: Pbarttiari•4
l;Irti 1.0k tt
bitnull IL lion; “...;_pilm 753-1175

Lynn Grove____ SOUTHERN STATES
• CO-OPERATIVE
(
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
co, 435-4415 CALLOWAY SERVICE

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Buck's Body Shop

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

Home Owned & Operated by
& Marie Keel

900 Syeamore

753-5142

Bel-Air Shopping Center,

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

753-2706

Compliments of

D& W Auto Supply

aerv day Low P,,,e Presc.iption Service

She install auto glass
Auto Paint Materi..

Olympic Plaza

753-2380

512 S. 12th

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
1105 Pogui. 753-1469
1', Blocks Cast

753-4563

APINalre-ca-.THE SAVING PLACE

UNIROYAL

of S. 12th

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove. Ky.
Owners Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

75'-

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak. Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759 9555

-Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

The Todd & Lorry Nolo

6 Days A Week 6-7

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168

753-5742

201 S. 3rd.

WAI:MART

DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-$300

Groceries & Gasoline

Vaughn's Plumbing

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-012

*Custom Order
•Suppiies
Rt 1, Murrc4
7532540

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

Hwy. 121

•PittesPeste•Sendwicites
12th &Chestnut, 759-4646

Taylor Seed Co.

ri.
Sunday Sk huoI
10 00
Worship Service
11.00 a m
Evening Worship.
700pm
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Wed Service
.730pm
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST'. Almo Heights
Sunday School
1000 a m
"
orship Service 11 • 00 a m &700pm
FAITH- APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun Ser
• 1011 a m -7-00 p m
Wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
.
Sunday School
ip 00 a m.
MOrping Worship
•
1100am
Sunday Evening
7 00. p m.
Thorn Nile
700 rn.
JENNY RIDGE PENTTECOSTAL
ivaturdav Evening
_1.00 p m.
Sunday. Morning
10.30 a-IP.
Sunday - Evering
6 00 pm
- TRINITY CHRIMAN
CENTER
.
filth at Calloway
ChurCh Sool
1000am
Worship
1100 a5m.
Sunday Evening
1-30 p .m
.
1 N I TED PENTECOSTAL
CHUItCH- NEW CONCORD
Sunday- School
10.00.a.
.d1
Marshal Sera • •
11 00 a m -6-60 p rri
Ned Service
7'00 p or
LAKE- LAN:1i APosTiiiAL atuteryt
Staidav Services *
10 00 AM
•
6 00 p m •

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

County Line Grocery

Murray
Theatres
ft PIZZA HUTAm41Iut
al.

INC. \

Cori Tom REST OF eCroFt LIFE

Compliments of

SUPER AMERICA
OF:EN

24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

Let Us Entertain You

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

•

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

400dCrefl
%

Compliments Of

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
o
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture
. 9 30 a m
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat
Worshi
Sat 11 00. tr

& Gift Shop

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
%1
0
7 Main
753-2593

MURRAY LOCATION CALL
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTE4I

• Bt 0140044 SUITES
• LAY AWAY & FINANCING
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
• LINENS AND ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE DEPT
WE MOVE BEDS

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

Hours: Ti.AL Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
16:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wed.,. Fri. 1 pm to 4 p.m.

min

444-9003 759-4522

Mar-Lane Ceramics Certified Teacher

••

Pete Clayton - Mgr. •20 Years Experience
753-6433

753-8181

PADUCAH LOCATION (-AL
RI I HWY 60 W PADUCAH

Wall & Floor-Eevering
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

Termite & Pest Control Co.

VT•

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER

11,
06,
410..

SERVALL

HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING • SHEET
METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

evron

-

5

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
802CHESTNUT

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a rn
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
ALMO
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Bible Study
10 00 a m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship
11 00 a m Morning Service
10 50 a m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m Evening Worship
6 00 p m,
COLDWATER
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
tO 30 a m Morning Worship
1100am,
Evening Worship
0.00 pm. Evening Worship
6 00 p m
DEXTER
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
_
itY 50 a m Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m Evening Worship
1100pm
FRIENDSHIP
SECOND STREET
Sunday School
• 10.•
Morning-Worship •
10-45 a rn
Morning Worship
11.00am. Evening. Worship
- 6110 pin
GREEN PLAIN
•
SEVENTH 11. POPLAR
Bible Study
1000am Worship Service
8- 30 a m
Morning Service
lb 45 a in Bible Study
9•45 a m
_Evening Worship
00 p m Worship Service
10 40 a.m.
Wed Worship .
7 30 p m Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
Wed Bible Study
7- 30 p m.
OF CHRIST
Winter
Bible Study
10 00 a m
7 00 p m Summer
Morning Worship
in 50 urn
• - CND* GROVE
Evening Worship
- 6 ODpes Morning Worship
1050 a in
Mid Week Worship
7 00 pm Evening Nonyhip
,
6.00 p in
UNIVERSITY
HICKORY GROVE
First
Worship
•
• 8 XI a rr.
CHURCH OF-CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Sunday School
ID 30 a m
Second Worship
10 30 a in
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening
Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
6 110 p vi
WEST MURRAY .
KIRKSEY CHURCH
Morning
Worship
10
30 a m
OF CHRIST
Evening Worahip
6 00 pm.
Sunday School
lb 00 a rn
.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Mormng Worship
10 50 a m
Bible StUdy .
10 OD am
Evening Worship •
pm
Moaning
Worship
II CIO am
Surlay & Wednesd,..
'S.d Evr Bvble Stud,.
7 004 rrl

CATHOLIC

1111311=1111111-

,).ftac GRIJYIS
+Amour

507 S. 12th

•

753-2114

Storey's
Food Giant

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 e.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
• a.m.-Midnight

H. 12th St.
Attend Church
Regularly

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
408 N.

753-

4th

6779

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
,BOOKSTORE

Bibles, Books-. Cards, Music
Breakfast Served
Gifts. Children's BookS-. etc
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

South 12th Street
Southold* Con

FLAV-0-RICH •

753-8971

ALL JERSEY
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS

Sol Air Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.
1

Hwy 94 East
753- 1834

753-0201

1 11111.
1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1111 1 II 1 I 1 1 11

1 hhhhlIiilluIIul

Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory us Sponsored By The Firms Listed On
This Page
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Mike Nance is shown above with a 15 point buck,
which he harvested in Henry County. Tenn..

Fishing conditions are
a little tough this week
since most of the ramps
are slick with snow and
Ice.
Even If you are_able to
launch, the cold winds
will be a little uncomfor-table unless you dress
properly.
Before this bad
weather set in many
residents were doing
very well fishing for
sauger, crappie and
largemouth bass.
• The unbelievable
warm dajrs caused the
lake 'temperatures tl).
rise and in turn the
gamefish responded by •
feeding heavily.
Junior Pittman tried
sauger fishing in the
Duck River area during

this warm' spell along
with 200 other
fishermen, but didn't
get there in time. Junior
said Some of the other
anglers had reported
catching their limits a
Couple of days before he
was there.
Not to be outdone,
Junior returned to his
favorite fishing waters
near Cypress Creek and
tried some of his newly
learned sauger
techniques.
,He was surprised
when he started catching black bass and
stripes as well as
sauger, in 35-40 feet of
water.
Pittman was bouncing
the 1-ounce leadhead jig
with a minnow attached

and if he didn't fish catching some nice
below the 35-foot depth, largeinouth bass on
he didn't catch fish!
Kentucky Lake.
It's nice to know that
They were casting
you don't have to travel spinnerbaits, pig and
all the way to Duck jigs and crankbaits in
- River to catch a good the shallow water areas_
bunch of fish, right around stilt/tures such
as stumps,, brushpiles
Junior?
-Larry Thurman stop- and treetoptii.
ped by the stiVon -and • I don't think they had
reported that he and any real big ones but
Toy 'Williams had been they were nice 2- to

come their way.
If the winds lets up it
should be a comfortable
weekend to try!

4-pounders.
Several other anglers
reported taking some
nice crappie along the
deep ledges and drops
on minnows.
I'm sure that the
water: temperature is
falling again now but
you should still be able
to find some hungry
slabs just waiting for a
nice tender shiner to

It will probably be a
feut more days before
the Waters below the
dams return to normal.
When this happens
sauger fishing should
really pick up.
HAPPY FISHING'

Call to check on goose season closing
Hunters concerned
about a possible early
closing of the goose
season in Western Kentucky may call toll free
1-806-372-0815 for harvest
information from the
Kentucky Department of
Wildlife
and
Fish
Resources.
-Although the goose
season in the Western
-Zone is Scheduled to run
throligh .lanuary 31, -it

will close earlier in that
zone if harvest quotas
are reached.
•
Those calling this
number will receive a
recorded message giving
the goose harvest figures
and any projected early
closing date for the
Western Zone. Harvest
figuries will be updated
by 4:30 p.m. each day
and hunters may call 24

hours a day. January 7
through January 31.
Canada goose hunters
who plan to hunt in the
Western Zone should call
this number before hunting, partici:daffy-la-ter In
the season. _

along the Purchase
Parkway to 1-24, east on
1-24 to US 641, north on
US 641 to US 60, northeast on US 60 to US 41,
then nOrthon US 41 to the
•
Kentuck-y.indiana
zone is
This
border.
divided into two quota
zones which could close

The Western Zone is
all of Kentucky west of a
tine from the Kentucky
Tennessee horde" at
Fulton extending north

attlfferent times. depending upon the harvest
rates in each.

John Muir: camping pioneer

Joe Relion and -Jamey McMillen are shown
above with 12 swamp rabbits (the limit) taken
_Dee, 31.Not pictured is Jerry McCoy.

14.H. Williams is shown abike with W seven point •
buck, which he harvested in Henry County,
Tenn.

appy
Holiday
Travel,
lnc
Panorama Shores

on Kentucky Lake )

DON NittlURE
2
1 1/
#

GRAYSON kkClUIll

Miles From Murray On 94E.;

Telephone 502-753-6116

By SPORTS AFIELD A Hearst Magazine
Camping has become a way of vacation life for
many Americans. but one of the first campers..
Was a Scots-born, frontier-raised wanderer and
pioneer of wilderness preservation.
John Muir is best-known today, according to
an article in the January issue-of Sports Afield.
for helping to create our national forest system
and his co-founding of the Sierra Club.
Midi-, born in Scotland in 1838 and raised in Wisconsin, almost lost his.sight in an industrial
'accident, which prompted him to turn his back
on factory work-arid begin his travels.
•
Eventually he traveled to California and in
.1869 found himself in the grandest alpine
cathedral of what he called-"the range of light"
— Yosemite, then a California state park.
He went on to climb the highest peaks in the
Sierra, Nevada, traveled tti" Alaska and
discovered Glacier Bay and eventually also explored in Africa and the Amazon.
His kit for these travels consisted of a few
blankets and rations bf tea and hardtack. .
Muir was no daredevil, but he was saddled
with unquenchable curiosity that Made him peer
into every canyon, climb over summits and into.
moving ice. Along the way he became dismayed
that the unspoiled grandeur of Aiiierica's west
was being squandered by industry.
Muir became a noted author, writing about his
travels.. Working through Robert Underwood
Johnson. editor of Century - Magazine. Muir
became an adviser,to Secretary of the Interior .
John Noble (1889-18931. He gained the ear of
President Benjamin Harrison. who eventually
set aside millions of acres as national forest
•

so

Nov. 20-25 Duck
Dec. 08-Jan. 20 Duck
Nov. 20 Thru
Jan. 20 Goose
Cross Bow/Deer/
Nov. 17-Nov.26

W AUT
SUPPLY,

Winchester
Shot Gun Shells
& Center Fire

;:

We Install Automotive Glass

and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
.Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th
C..E.C.A.E.E.E.E.E.11‘..1111%.EILE.E.E.E.E.E.

11_1

C.

ICenlake Marina
Complete- Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Romp,.Tackle, Bait:
Rt 1 Hardin(S02)474-2245 of 474-2211, Ext. 171

IN• Buy. 1.11 & Trade Guns
I•port Gunonslifolne Serwls•

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mons-Sot.
1-6 Sun,
Hwy. 641 s.

it.c..*ANEAA....
0
Pittman
0
0
0
Wheel
0
0
Alignment
0

OM 7

---

DONELSON
FISH MARKET'
7
5,

&

tso4t

a

_Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods

'HUNTING SAFETY COURSE

reserves
-AlOng with other ColifornianS. he founded the
Sierra Ctub in 1892, tivhich worked at fostering an
appreciation of nature and _lobbied in
Washington. on behalf of wilderness
preservation..'
In the spring of f903. Muir met President
Theodore Roosevelt, an ardent- conservationist.
The two men camped alone together in
Yosernite for four days, talking, hiking, sleeping
out a snowstorm. Roosevelt knew about birds
and animals. Muir was versed in geology. and
botany.
. _ .
"I never-before had so interesting, hearty and
manly a companion," Muir said of Roosevelt.
. One day after their trip, Roosevelt extended
the Sierra Forest Reserve north to Mt. Shasta
and two years later established Yosemite as a
national park.
In the following- years. Muir helped to extend
National Monument status to the petrified forest
and a Section of the *Grand canyon and he inspired the setting aside of Mt. Tarnalpais red.
wood grove near San Francisco.
Muir died quietly in his bed on Christmas Eve.
1914, with the Manuscript Of "Travels to Alaska:'
spread around him. His legacy lives on, as does
his philosophy. As he said: "Walk away quietly
in any direction and taste the freedom of the
mountaineer. Camp out .among the grass and
gentians of glacier meadows, in craggy garden
nooks full of nature's darlings. Climb the mountains and get their good tidings. Nature's peace
will flow_ into you as sunshine flows into trees.
The winds will-blow theirOwn freshneiS into you.
and the storms their energy, while cares will
drop off like autirmn leaves.- -

Tires, Wheels &Accessories
CarTruck, Tractor Tires,
Road and Field Service
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Cedric,
Jo, Eric
and
lane Benson

502-753-1342

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
•Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
/
2 miles.
On Hwy. 732, go 61
•Open 7 Days A Week
•Owner—Rex Donelson
•436-5834

On Beautiful-kent.uckiLake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
'Bass Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

*J.C. Pontoons

tip/mum
SAIFS
SERVICE

ILEVE.E.VE.ILE.C.A*.

.-1

#.;

60
60
ei$

Boyer s
0,
Tree Service
,
,
753-0338
10
10

60
Shell
41 Super

Where "Service Is Our Business"

•• 4.'
PROFESSIONAL lois , s0
60 0 Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
.0 0 Trimming, Complete Removal,
TAXIDERMISTS
o 0
Of LOUISVILLE

Pick Up Station:
Sports Spacialists
' 808 Chastnut
Murray, Ky 753-0703

SO

tO
e0
0
01
01
,I

0 Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
0
0 Seasoned Firewood.
0
0
40
Insured
00uy
•Fll
AO
.

5-.*..VE.VEC.E.11.E.E.E.IMIEVEC.E.E.VE.'E.W.'
'

-

Yourtl-Haul Headquarters
60. Hwy.641

753-9131
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Murray State
vs.
Akron
Saturday,
Jan. 12, 1985
7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena

Murray State
vs.
Youngstown State
-Monday,
Jan. 14, 1985
7:30 p.m.
Racer Arena

GAME NOTES:
Murray State coach Ron Greene will pursue his
300th career coaching victory against the Zips,
while MSU will try to win its 900th intercolleciate
basketball game. The last time the Zips won a
game on the road was March 11, 1983, when they
defeated MSU in the first round of the OVC
Tournament._

GAME NOTES:
The game will be televised on SportsTime
Cable
Network, which reaches from the Appalac
hians.
to the Rockies. The game is part of the
OVC-Game
of the Week package, but will not be seen
in Mur- •
ray since SportsTime is not offered on Murray'
s
cable system. The Penguins were selected
second
in- the OVC pre-season rankings.
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Senior guard CraigiTalley has shown a hot hand from the
field in the last four kames. hitting 80 percent of his shots.
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STARTING LINEUPS
Murray State (11-2, 1-0 OVC)
G-Zedric Macklin, 6-5, Jr., 13.7
G-Craig Talley, 6-4, Sr., 11.8
C-Mike Lahm, 6-11, Sr., 9.2
F-Chuck Glass, 6-7, 10.2
F-Vada Martin. 6-7, 12.6

Meet
Barbara Erwin
of the
Home Team

Akron (5-4, 0-1 OVC)
G-Mike Fenwick, 6-0, Sr., 2.6
G-James Merchant, 6-2, Jr., 14.7
C-Bryan Roth, 6-7, Sr., 14.7
F-Doug Schutz, 6-6, So., 7.9
F-Rich Acord, 6-5, Sr., 5.5
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See Barbara For
All Your
Real Estate Needs

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
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Youngstown State (8-5. 1-0 OYU)
G-Bruce Timko, 5-11, Jr:-. 10.5
G-Kevin Cherry, 6-1, Sr., 4.5
C-Troy Williams, -6-7, Sr., 12.9
F-Ray Robinson, 6-7, Sr.. 11.5
F-John Keshock, 6-5, Sr.. 12.9

Thorobred Computers
and Software Systems

•

Is Now Your Apple Computer
Service Center
We Carry
•Leading Edge
•IBM , •Digital
•Televideo
*Apricot
011114111

$1.50 DAY

Accesser les

McCLARD .6 SHELL

31.1,

For All Your.
Printing Needs
Large or Small

See Us For All Types of Software
OLYMPIC PLAZA MURRAY 753-7733

200E. Main

753-8201

If your home
and possessions
Purdm• are extra
Thurman
special...

pT
C
:44

& McNutt
Dan McNutt
Southold'
Court Sq

753-4451

Creative
Printers, Inc.

For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

114 State Auto
Insurance Companies

,with exceptionally high
limits. Let us tell you •
more about this extra
special homeowners
policy.
-

Gofor the
GOLD!
The Home Defender
GOLD Edition from
State Auto Insurance
Companies.. covering
your residence and
personal property
against just about every
conceivable kind of loss,

*Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
'Machine Shop
A

*Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

753-4563

'/-14/1-1A _Cakes

Ross Insurance
Agency

Office Products Jac.
SALES & SERVICE
Factory Trained Mechanics • We Deliver
• Office Supplies • Furnitunr• Calculators
• Copy Machines & Supplias • Typewriters
COPIERS
r
iar
.
TYPEWRITERS
COPIERS &
CASH
REGISTERS

Auto
Homeowners
Commercial
fire
Oarmowners
Lite
Health

Ronnie Ross
Danny Ross
Jam,: Ross
Billy Miller

Your only Authorized XEROX
Sales Agent on this area

COPIERS - CASH REGISTERS

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

753-0123

TOLL FREE-DIAL '1.
& THEN 800 592-3499
512 MAIN MURRAY

• - 401 Olive

GO

753-5321

210 East Main St.

Murray, KY
753-0489

RACERS!

Home of the Racer Meetings
Monday at 12 Noon
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WALEMART

Located in the University Center
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Remembering Don Wright
brings thoughts of a smile

tr

The normal anticipation and enjoyment of
today's sports news was
• considerably dampened
by the news of Don.
Wright!s tragic death in
an auto accident Thursday afternoon.
A persbnal and profespy JIM RECTOR
sional acquaintance of
Sports Edita"
mine, Wright was only
28 when he was killed on •
. Highway 121 north of
Murray.
His accomplishments halftime crowds a few
Although the news as a Tae Kwon Do years- ago. He and Scott
was painful to receive. karate instructor led to Elliott used to perform
, the memories we can all my first encounter with innovative routines- for
share of Don are filled Don as he was the Racer basketball
with happiness in hay- demonstrating the self- crowds, including my
ing known such a fine defense sport to a large favorite - loop-the-loop
young man.
group of students at .slam dunks off a small
I couldn't remember North Calloway trampoline. Those were
the last conversation I Elementary - School. always sure to draw a
had with Doh. It was What a show he put on big response at the
just in passing from one along v_v_ith several of his games.
athletic event to students from the
Saturday night, prior
another. I'm sure.
karate ,center • he ran to the MSU men's game
here in Murray.
against Akron. Wright
Flying kicks that will once again draw a
But even without
remembering what we broke boards, comedy response from the
said exactly, one thing skits demonstrating the Racer fans. A moment
I'll always remember karate techniques, the of silence will be Observabaut- the former Mur- gags and thrOws, the ed for Don and I'm sure
ray State cheerleader laughter and Wills -they there 41I he a few teargand karate instructor produced from the wide- in-the crowd.
eyed youngsters...
was his smile.
But along with those
•
I can't remember
tears lets have a few
ever being around Don
Those are impres- smiles in remembering
for more than -a 'few sions 1 have of the a friend.
minutes at a time when popular athlete whose
I know Don would aphe didn't flash a _wide, life was cut short so preciate that.
toothy grin over unexpectedly.
something or another. Wright. besides being
.Editor's Note:
SCRAPPING 'ON THE DECK - Murray High's Kelly Ridley (left) and
The first. time I ever a black belt in- karate, Funeral arrangements
Marshall County's Melissa Edwards battle on the floor for a loose,
ball in
met him he impressed was also.an accomplish-' Were, incomplete at
_
Tharsday'sgame. Both Ridley and her teathmates came up on the short
me as being a real ed gymnast whose press time, but are beend'
of the district struggle as Marshall.County took home an 81-88 victory.
people-person who en- •aerial acrobatics as an ing handled locally byPhoto by Chris Evans
joyed life's gifts to the MSLT cheerleader, J.H. Churchill Funeral
fullest.
helped entertain Home.

covering
all fields

,
' •

'Vintage McEnroe downs Jaryd

Open The
Door To
Murray and
Calloway
County!
Profile '85
Is Coming
Thursday, Feb. 28
To Be Included
Call The
Advertising
: Dept.
753-1916

NEW YORK (AP1 ,I.t was vintage
McEnroe: terrific tennis and terrible temper.
And it was Ander'rSarryd- playing at the top of
his game.
1,
the end, it was the
same as always.
McEnroe moving on to
the sem1fin-9,Is where he
will face Sweden's Mats
Wilander on Saturday.
The other semifinal
pairing in the $40i3,000
Volvo Masters at
Madison Square Garden
will be decided today
when Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia, the No.
3- seed, meets Joakim
Nystrom of Sweden,and
second-seeded Jimmy
Connors takes on fellow
America-,,n E-.Liot
Teltscher.
Saturday's semifinals
and Sunday's championship match will be

televised

nationally by
NBC. The winner of the
elite 12-player, settsonending tournament will
collect $100,000. with
$60,000 going 'to the
runner-up.
McEnroe escaped the
quarterfinals with a 2-6,
6-4.6-2 victory over Jarryd. Wilander, the No. 4'
seed who's also from
Sweden, outlasted
Johan Kriek 6-4, 3-6, 7-6.
"The way he played
today, he'll be in the top
10 for , a while,
"
McEnroe said of Jarryd.,"Fie has trnproved
tremendously. He can
hit the ball well from the
back court, he's quick,
he's a very good
player."
_But, in the end,
McEnroe changed his
game a little and raised
his game a notch.
"He started picking

up my serve pretty well,
so I'm not going to give
him the passing shot."
said McEnroe, explain-,
ing why: he decided to
trade baseline rallies
with the 23-year-old
Swede rather than rush
the net at every opportunity. "I was going to
make him work for it.
It's good to Change
things -against
anybodf"
-

Benton's formerly
unbeaten girls squad
ran into its first Immovable object; Thursday, as the host
Calloway 'girls came
away with a 28-22
decision.
Mary SeIlS,--Benton's
star guard,. scored 11
points to lead all
players, but CCMS
came back with nine
from Lisa Sanders who
scored four straight
points at a .time when
the Lady Lakers were
holding on to a one-point
lead late in the game.
Dawn Sledd came off
the CCMS bench for six

By CHRIS EVANS
- Sports Writer
The reknown Lady
Marshalla of Marshall
County rode into Murray High School Thursday night packing a gun
at each hip, a No. -2
ranking in the state and
three women who have
been named to the list of
the top twenty players
in girls basketball in the
state of kentucky.
And before the smoke
had cleared the powerful guns had been completely emptied.
Rona Pae, Mary
Taylor and Melissa Edwards who each hold individual rankings in the
state, as &trio compiled
44-points in the Lady
Marshall's 81-38 blast to
the Murray women.

points and eight
rebounds.
The game was a
rematch of last yearsdistrict tournament
championship gamewhen Benton -knoelted
off CCMS by three
points.
The Lady Lakers,
having been off since
Dec. 13, are now 4-0,
Benton is 5-1.
Said CCMS Coach
Pete O'Rourke, .'We
Just' barely out-played
them. It wasn't our best
game this year, but it
certainly was our
toughest."

Cains AMC Jeep
SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL

,

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL. •

This Week's Special
Prices Good Thru Jan. 18

1977 Thunderbird Town Landau

Miiiray Ledger & Times

$2,450

Financing Available

Come By- And Check Out
Our Fine Selection Of
Dependable Used Cars

High Team Game ,FIC,
Economy Tire
l*nnison-Hunt
Fidelity Credit
91111th-Teaaas Series i SC ,
Pabilc Ice
" Economy Tire
!
Peoples Hank
.
•
High Team Si,
ries
Economy Tar,
Public Ice
.
Futrell Tire •
High Ind Game i Sr ,
Kaye Redd
Nancy liuchanan
Sondra Mee
['at Hesseirode
High-Ind Game HC
Kaye Redd

_

Ur

fo.
sudden our tongues are
hanging out and they're
one step ahead of us," •
said the Lady Tiger
skipper.
After a close opening
period in which Murray
trailed by only three,
13-10, the Marshall
County offense began to
roll and as it did it picked up momentum until
-the 0ne1-buzzer -whenthe guests' last bucket
gave them their largest.
lead,43-points,'and their
11th win of the season
against one loss. .
"We hustled as hard
as we could,". Harrell
noted. "I'n1 prouctUthe
gifts for that much," Sheri Swift capped the
Lady Tiger offense with
10 points while Lesley
Thompson and Diana
Ridley pitched in eight
points apiece.
The Murray women
fell to 5-3 on the season,
0=2 in district -play. the
Lad);,Marshals are 3-0
4n league play.
The -M-urray Tigers
and Lady Tigers will
travel to Fulton County'
Saturday night with tipoff of the girls game at
6:30 p.m.
In junior varsity action Thursday the Lady
Tigers' fate was much
like that-of their elders
as Marshall County
dominated .-the Murray
women 47-24. Julie
Bazzell led the Murray
offense with 11 points
whlle Shanda Reid and
Stephanie Gossum produced 16 and 13 points
respectively for the
victors.
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Your way around town. Or what to see and
do. Or whom.to ask, •
• As WELCOME WAGON Representative.
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Aelp you begin to enioyour -new town
good shopping, local attracti.ms,
community oppertunitigs. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your familt.
Take a break from unpat king and

flostess
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Magic Tri

=
V1
Ice -•
45
Economy Tire
40
Peoples Bank
3/9
Herndons Auto Repair
35
Paradise Kennels
35
I .9ennison-Hunt
'14
f irtilhers ReStaifrant
321S
Futeell Ttre •
30
Outland Rooting
...Li:livers& Advertising
28
Thurman Furniture
26
Fidelity Credit. Corp
259
,
Rank of Murray
25
lial1as.1,illoughbv Ins
23ts
High Team Game SC •
Ire ----Economy Tire
Veoples Hank....

Don't worry and wonder about learning
:

cr

Local Bowling

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

Highway 641 N —Murray
Phone 753-6448
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Murray Coa.
ch Jimmy
Harrell said there are
not many girls teams in
this area that play -as
Well as the Lady Alan_
shalg do when they are
performing up to their
,potential.
"They're strong,
they're - tough ... your
kids are running as fast
as they can but they're
(Marshall Co.) running
faster. What can you
say? They're the No. 2
teamin the state," Barrell said. -During the opening
period the hosts gave
the Marshals all they
could handle with effective outside shooting
and a slow pace which
afforded Murray a
chance to stay with the
talented Marshall County girls.
Harrell said the only
thing you can do to
prepare for a game like
this is to try to shut
down what they do best
which is using their inside game and the fast
break to their
advantage.
We did pretW well
al Murray
MURRAY 13/4, —4i Ridley 4 0-0 8.:
early keeping them out- Thompson
4 41-0 11 Swift 4 2-2 14
side but then it was just Hays 1 0-0 2, Harcourt 1 0-0 2 K
Ridley
3
0-0
6. Thurmond 1 it-0
a matter of time before
Totals - 18 2 2 319
they got their fast break
MARSHALL CO el - Poe 6 1.2
clicking. We tried to get 13, Taylor 7 0-1 14;Edwards 1.3 17:
Waldrop 4 129 Stowe 2-3 12. Coe 2
back and shut off the 2.4 6. Jackson 2 5-0 4. Gossum 1 2-2
fast break. We did it 4, Reid 1 02 2 Totals - 3419 1981
- Marshall Co 36. Mur
early, but then all of a rayHalftime
16

One ar--the things
McEnroe didn't change
was his on-coin-1 antics,
snarling at the crowd,
photographers,
linesmen and the judge.
And at one point, while
he was serving, the head-.
of his racket broke off
and flew into the air,
narrowly-- missing the
volatile New York lefthander when he crashed Team
Public
to.the synthetic carpet.

CCMS splits games with Benton
Calloway-Middle
SchooVs boys couldn't
contain Benton's Steven
Flatt forever. Arid when
the 6-foot-6 center
returned to- the game
after foul trouble in the
first half, it was-all-shewrote for the host
Lakers..
Benton won the Thursday night encounter,
49-31, after trailing by
17-16 at halftinie, Flatt
scored 10 of his 14 points
after intermission.
Greg Workman
scored 15 points and had
eight rebounds lin-. the
losing effort, which
dropped CCMS to 3-1.

Lady Marshals roll,
81-39, in Thursday
game at Murray High
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Effort pleases Childers,
but final result does not
Special to the Ledger & Times
"You're never happy with a
loss," says Murray State women's
basketball coach Bud Childers. But
.if effort can erase some of the
disappointment, then Childers can
be pleased once again.
Thursday's loss to visiting East
Tennessee State, 69-63, was a far
cry from the 89-59 whipping the
Lady Racers took from host Austin
Peay the night before.
•
The final result was the same, but
the Murray women played a headsup game instead of being doormats
for an opponent. 6,
"r'...r I was pleased with our effort," Childers said,"And if we continue to play like this I will have no
problems. We were down by 15 in
second half but kept trying and
finally we got some shots to fall. So
again we've shown the ability to
come back when we're down."
The Lady Racers trailed, 37-25, at
halftime but rallied to within five
points, 49-44, with 8:56 remaining.
Former Calloway County High star
Mina Todd scored six of her teamhigh 18 points in a 10-point Murray
surge which brought the team back
to respectability in the second half.

Todd continues to lead MSU in
scoring averaging 13.0 per game.
She has scored in double figures in
10 of her last 11 games and in the
past eight games her per-outing
total is 14.9.
Joining Todd in double figures
Thursday was point Kuard Shawna
Smith with 14 and Melody Ottinger
with 11.
ETSU bad Katie Beck with a
game-high 22 points, Kim Skala
with 16 and Regina Blair with a
dozen.
The loss was Murray's fourth in a
row and lowered their overall mark
to 5-8. ETSU is 5-6.
Saturday the Murray women initiate an Ohio Valley Conference
doubleheader by playing the 5 p.m.
game against visiting Akron. The
MSU men play Akron at 7:SO p.m.
in Racer Arena.
EAST 'PENN STATE (891 - Rhymer
4-11 0.0 8.
Regina Blair 6-8 0-0 12, Katie Beck 8-9
6-9 22. Kim
Skala 4-6 7-12 15. Newton 3-5 0 1 6, Beckelhimer
1-2 2.2
4. Marshall 1.1 0-02 Totals - 27-48 15-1969
Rebounds - 35. Beck 14 Turnovers 23 Assists 9.
Skala 6
Fouls 16 Fouled out - none
MURRAY STATE i 63 - ()Ringer 4-12 3.6 11.
Todd
9-22 0-0 18, Hayden 2.3 3.4 7, Little 1 4 0-0 2.
Smith 7-13
0.014, Logsdon 0-1 0-00, Dickman 1-20-0 2. Smalley
3-8
3-46. Muilinax 0-1 0-0 0 Totals -.27-669-1463
Rebounds - 34, Ottinger 7 Turnovers - 18 Assists
12, Todd 4 Fouls - 21 Fouled out - none

FRID.AY, JANA ARV 11, 1985

Olympic drug tests prompt
USOC president to demand
closer monitoring of athletes
COLORADO SPR- who failed ,.were screenINGS, Colo. AVA- The ed during the Olympic
outgoing exe utive Trials. Two of them
director of the U.S. already had landed berOlympic Committee ths on the American
says he will recommend team when their- drug
closer monitoring of tests came back
amateur athletes in the positive, USOC officials
wake of/he USOC's own reported.
report that 86
The test results had
Americans failed drug been litept confidential
tests before the 1984 until this week, when
Summer Olympics.
they were released by
1Weanwhile, a top the. USOC in Colorado
medical official Of the Springs.
USOC , said Thursday
A total of 2,254 U.S.
that several American athletes were tested by
cyclists were being in- 4 the taik _ force ,before
vestigated for taking final U.S. teem selecspecial transfusions of tions were made, and 86
their own blood to build tested positive'. The
up red blood cell counts. USOC ,said 33 athletes
F. Don Miller, who tested positive for use of
retires next month as stimulants and another
the USOC's executive 53 for tile of anabolic
director, said Thursday steroids or testosterone,
he will recommend another type of steroid.
POINT OF ATTACK - Former Marshall
periodic drug tests for
The USOC established
County standout, Shawna Smith, plays the point
athletes during the next the task force in 1983 to
for Murray State's Lady Racers. Smith scored 14
four years rather than look for illegal drug use
points in Thursday's losing effort to visiting East
just before and just because two U.S.
Tennessee State, 69-63.
after Olympic trials.
athletes were dis"This means that the qualified after testing
testing will be done with positive for improper
the knowledge by the use of steroids at the
athlete that positive 1983 Pan American
tests will resuit in Games. penalties," Miller said.
Miller stp.r, ManVanderbilt all-sports tion in South Carolina to "Our
athletes have had fred Donike of Cologne,
strength coach E.J. determine the source of over
a year of education West Germany, helped
"Doc" Kreis was aware the anti-inflamrnatOry and informati
on in this the USOC start the drug- of the steroid use.
drug phenylbutazone proces
s and an testing program, and'
"I'd have to say it found in the body of awarenes
s of our firm later, a laboratory at
wasn't a secret," Wilson Clemson University
position against the use. UCLA became the
said. "The kids knew of track athlete of drugs."
headquarters.
its availability in the Augustinius Jafpers,
Tests eliminated the
The task force held
weight room and they who died Oct. 19.
86 athlete's before the more than TOO screening
South Carolina Law
also knew it wasn't com1984 Olympics when sessions between
ing from the coaches. It Enforcement officials evidence of
stimulants, November 1983 and July,•was between Doc a.nd said Jaspers' death was anabolic
steroids or 1984. aecording to the
due to congenital heart testostero
me."
ne were'found USOC.
He said he had no disease, but traces of in their
bloodstreams,
Some of the tests were
relationship with any of phenylbutazone were the USOC
said.
done informally, meanthe Vanderbilt football found when an autopsy
Ten of the athletes ing the athletes did not
coaches as a result of was performed.
Kreis, a Clemson foothis regular visits."I
don't know any of the ball player from 1973-75
coaches, except to say and a close friend of
hello," he said. "I just former Clemson weight
met I head football I coach Sam Colson, was
coach George Macln- granted a leave-of tyre a couple of times. absence by Vanderbilt
PALM SPRING'S, 10-month PGA Tour.
He knew I used the Athletic Director Roy Calif. . 1AP
- Tim
Kramer orf Tuesday.
weight room."
Simpson shot a 6-underA single stroke off the
Colson and Clemson par 66 and established a pace at 134 were former
The concern over track coach Stanley S. one-stroke lead in
the Hope winner CiAig
drug use within the
Narewski resigned their second round of the Stadler, Doug Tewell
Vanderbilt football propositions last month as a $500,000 -Bob Hope ;Mark O'Meara, Paul
gram came to light result of the South Classic, the kickoff' Azinger
and Lanny
Tuesday in an investiga- Carolina investigation.
tournament on the Wadkins.

face penalties if
evidence of drug use
was found.
Dr. Irving Dardik,
head of the USOC's
panel investigating the
cyclists accused of
"blood packing" or
"blood doping," said the
cyclists "also were looking at caffeine to impr ove their
performance."
Another doctor, who
says he witnessed U.S.
cyclists undergoing
blood-doping transfusions in a motel room,
claimed the procedure
had no effect on how
many medals the Olympians won.
Miller told a news conference in Indianapolis
the USOC has confirmed
blood doping took place.
Miller said Dardik
and three other physicians were investigating
• the incident, and soon
would make a report to
USOC President
William Simon,

Pharmacist admits selling steroids to Variay gridders
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
(AP - A Nashville area pharmacist says
he made frequent trips
to Vanderbilt University
in his delivery truck to
illegally distribute
steroids to as many as
50 football players during a two-year period.
-Franklin, Tenn., druggist M. Woody Wilson
said Thursday that he
made two or three trips
a week to Vanderbilt's
athletic complex at
McGugin Center to
d,eliver the drugs:
Wilson said an
average delivery consisted of 10 bottles of
both pills and liquid
doses of the steroids,
Which can only be legally obtained by
prescription.
The .druggist said he
took cash and checks
and s,ometimes extended credit in making
sales to the Vanderbilt
players from late 1982

.until September 1984.
Wilson said he agreed
to supply steroids to the
athletes because he
"was concerned for
their safety and questioned the authenticity"
of drugs he observed
them using during time
he spent in the Vanderbilt weight room while
undergoing rehabilitation from a 1981
shoulder operation.
"I normally worked
out on my own and, initially, I didn't know
many players," Wilson
said. "As time went on,
we became closer and
'they sought advice
about the use of certain
drugs.
"I had viewed
samples of the drugs
they were using - some
labeled, some unlabeled. Some (players)
didn't know how to use
them and they were
paying outrageous
prices," Wilson said.

"I felt some of the
players were perhaps in
danger," Wilson told
The Tennessean in a
copyright story today.
"It was not what it was
supposed to be. After
some soul-searching, I
decided to help out
through my relationship
with certain athletes.
"It was a conscious effort on my part to help
the performance of
athletes and at the same
time maintain sanity in
the use of steroids, not
any abuse," Wilson
said.
The druggist, wilio at
the time of the alleged
sales worked at a pharmacy near the Vander'bilt campus, said
steroids were "an easy
thing for athletes to obtain, particularly
through mail-order."
Steroids aid athletes
in compiling muscle
mass.
Wilson said that

1111MierplAtIPM:11111111
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NOW
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NEW
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Nissan truck.
•
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us-40day"
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Simpson shoots-6-under-66
to take lead in Hope Classic

_
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Murray Nissan
Chrysler-Dodge
S 12th St
753 7114
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GOODAEAR
Sale Ends
Saturday,
ri January 26

Your discount arts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
National Basketball Association
0.•

National BasketbaN Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
69 L Pct
Boston
so 6 833
Philadelphia
39 6
829
Washington
20 15
571
New Jersey
16. 20
444
New York
13 25 .342
Central Division
Milwaukee
24 14
632
Detroit
19 16
513
Chicago
17 18
486
Atlanta
15 20
429
Indiana
10 25
286
Cleveland
923
281
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Houston
21 14
600
Denver
21 15
583
Dallas
19 16
543
Utah
17 20
459
San Antonio
16 19
457
Kansas City
13 22. 371
Pacific Division
L A 'Akers
25 11
694
Phoenix
514
19 18
Portland
16 20
444
L A Clippers
16 21
432
Seattle
16 M
421

Golden State

GB
-

14
IS
-

124
12

2
5
5
8
6%
9
94
10

io

25

14,
11

Thursday's Games
Dallas 117. Kansas City lit, OT
Seattle 89. Golden State 88
L.A Laken 120. Utah 112
Friday's Games
Washington at Boeton
Atlanta'at New Jersey
Houston-at Philadelphia
Indiana at Detroit
New York at Chicago
LA. Laken at Dallas
Portland at San Antonio
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Denver
L.A Clippers at Phoenix

AllSeason Radials

51

Steel Belted Radials

$47

3.11 ,
AO'

N.

1

Arriva Radial

Whitewall
- Si..
P165 751113
P175 751113
P175801113
P185651114
P175 75R14
0185 751114

Saturday's Games
New York at Indiana
Atlanta
Boston at
Chicago at Cleveland
Utah at Phoenix
I. A Clippers at Golden State
Sunday's Games
L A Lakers at Detroit
Houston at New Jersey
Philadelphia at Washington
Detroit at Milwaukee
Portland at Dallas
Kansas City at Seattle

SALE
PRICE

Whitewall
Sue

$5250
0195
$5540
P205
$5640
01 95
362 50
0215
- $57 60 _ PAO
$62 20
P235

Custom Polysteel Radial*
Wahnte•ali
Size

Sail(
PRICE

75R14
$6510
75E414
$6890
751115
$4740
7511.15
$74.60
'51115 _.., $75 10
751115
$61 70

SALE
PRICE

wn.iew•o
Sue

P17'- tWil • k

$5200

,

P1-"- '•0 - 4
-elEV,
'
,
14•.:

$53 90

'

.

F.195 '
•14'4

SALE
PRICE

. .:• .I

567 90

$ 513 30

• i..'-

$6990

$6080

',-..
1 1--

$72 90

N., VA,1.•

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES FOR THESE MID-WINTER
BUYS!

staxt

College Basketball Results
College Basketball
Thursday's Scores
EAST
Army 57. Manhattan 49
Colgate 55. Hamilton 48
Duquesne 89. Penn St 63
Fairleigh Dickinson 77. St Fran
cis. Pa 73
Fordham 73. Columbia 72
Long Island U 59. Mari.( 56
New Hampshire 68. Holy Cross 67
Rutgers 86, St. Joseph's hi
Bonaventure 65. George
St
Washington 61
Temple 68. Massachusetts 39
W Virginia 70, Rhode Island 51
Wagner 88, Robert Morris 79
Yale 58, Trinity. Conn 49. OT
SOUTH •
Ala Birmingham 67. Jacksonville 55
Davidson 69,
Tennessee St 66Florida 68. ValtderbIll 64
Georgia Southern 77, Georgia Si
61
N Carolina St 71. Clemson 68
Navy 67. Richmond 63
Nicholls St 93_ Texas Southern Re
Old Dominion 86. N C Charlotte
80
SE Louisiana 71. NE Louisiana 68
SW Louistana 101. Rider 70
MIDWEST
E Illinois 78. Pan American 76'
Illinois 64. Michigan 58. OT'
19diani, 77. Northwestern 50
Indiana St 73, Dre 70

Iowa St 69. N lows 61
•
Michigan St 81. Purdue 72.(Yr
Utica 80. 111 -Chicago 56
Valparaiso 66, Huntington 49
Wichita Si 82, Bradley 79
SOUTHWEST
Creighton 68. W Texas St 61
Hardin.Simmona 67. Centenary
60
•
Houston Baptist .66. Ark .1.1ttle
Rock 61
Oklahoma St 96, Texas-Arlington
84
Texas-El Paso 67, Air Force 56

foal Wo L.4 I
Arizona 69, California 67
Arizona St Se. Stanford 74
. Loyola Marymount 80. Colorado
71
N Arizona 68. Idaho St 62
Nevada Las Vegas 68. Pacific 57
New Mexico 50. Wyoming 37
San Diego St- /6: Utah 67
San Jose State 97.fullerton 92 14
OT.
UCLA 75. Washington St 48
Utah St 78, Cal-Santa Barbara 75
Washington 66. Southern Cal 50

Goodyear Bias Ply

$ 725 . !:-•

3

White Lector Radials 7055
are

.

18811511157
Low WIWI
wee ws an

1111111•04•
LOW PRICE
See . vas .15 185
Ft 78 -1 3 $3255 _ H 78 1 4 $4530
C 78 14 $3405
1 78 '5 $ 36 35 .
ea
••
O78-14 $3400 _ F78-15_ $4045
E '814'
$3640 _G 78 i.,_ $4375
(78 14, 13915 ....1.78 15 $4600
Slat

678 14 _ $4260

178 15

$483

$3950

,••

Eagle ST Radial

Power Streak II

Import Car Radials

For Pickups, Vans & RVs
$4455

G-Metric Radial

WNW MN* "'IV"'
1101ENTOAY
OKE llowl WIN• LOW
'Wei
-.L... .
1
"
, ON U. i wen SU. was we
lin
-114, 4
371 20
,, ,,,, .0, 4 s 10
30
'.
4 37794
e
,[31.3
,
s 00 6,
.4.-1, H. 4 $63.2, i-_
- -0-41 '
N-, 4... S 92 65
$.47 58 7 Is ",4'n tA.N, n, S 96 90
',
44". $so so
P,
44
'.,1I-" , $lap ps
'" •-•-- $9335 '. '-5)'. -, $10703

Staliew
Nu

(
"
LON4408,
WWI
584 6N4..

a.,,..,
,,,.

$4405

Pit0•5•1
L OW NW,
NW •N is.
$3045

N.
$1125

$4990

$4805
"

$53 95

$5220
-

- ,

Rib HMile
'

1

Blackwell
Type

&Ye 4

Losrd
Rinse

'5,2-IC

SALE
PRICE

C
$4990
"7(T75700
•'34114 l'aa411•51

S5415

High School Basketball
•
.OUICK CREDIT

Kentucky Prep Basketball(
Thursday's Genoa

Farmington 61. Fulton CV) 48
Graham 31. Muhlenberg Ctrl 47
Bars
Lincoln Co 41. Berea 37
Carlisle Co 90 Fancy Farm 53
Livingston Ctrl 56 Caldwell Co
Drakesboro 91. Hughes-Kirk 56
30 Fulton City 74, Farmington 58
Madisonville 68 Henderson -Os
Green Co 61. Adair Co 59
50
Henderson Co 51. Madisonville
Marshall ro Al. Murray 3/1
es
Oldham Co Si. Tillable Co 24
Mayfield 76. Lowe. 53
t-esisley Co 14. Powell Cr 32
Oneida Rapt 00, Merril Is
l'ad St Mary 50, Pad Tilghman
58
42
Girls
,8‘dalla 53. Symsonia 34
Allen Co.-SC.-11- 53. Warren E ‘
,
.timpkInsville 71. Barren Co 57
48
Finn* E0 Inv
Ballard Mem M. Mayfield 37
Franklin kp 48 Madison Ctri 35
Fancy Farm It. Carlisle Co 34.
48F

753-8971

-

FROM CITIBANK0
For Goodyear Tiros And Service

Credit card convenience for automotive needs Pick up an application now at your
nearby Goodyear retailer.
• Use The Silver Card nationyhcle at participating Goodyear retail outlets
•
• You may alsb use these other ways to buy American Express Carte Blanche
Diners Club MasterCard Visa
0111014•,0 •••••••/••••• 4•113
•
DP twain 20410WIN 405 •.4.•4•Alk. A 0.000.•
atiro $i5(i (...01011 •Et
,W
4.** If'WO 45041.5 444,0f 4444,OF 1.14,
1111•0.
•
COI
Coretro•ml motes *Awn••••••
P0084 5(70 5fS55$ NOTNalI, shots AP 5755000 MAT orws Alf It TtWII rawaGs• Pow !ill/tangle mmmmm• Of
s

Rudolph Good-year
U.S. 641 S.

Southside Center

Business Is Good

Murray,•Ky.

•

(502) 753-0595

Have A Winning Team - Quality, Quantity IL Price"

.'41,7
4' IA.,'
wietjasereasukArosear,hArx..s.witligilleillallilk
•
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Marjorie Dunn retires after 38 years
eau
1 1/, 14t,
R441.

By Abigail*
Van Buren

Couple Has One Too Many.
Faiths to Fit Inside Church
Please print this
:
DEAk 4TRBY:
for people who want to marry outside
their religion, because that is...uur..
sitLation and we'don't know which
wav to turn.
We are both 21. and in college. 1
was raised a Ruffian Catholic and
the girl I want to marry was raised a-- .
Jew We love each other and never
once have, argued about religion.
However, her parents aren't too
happy about her marrying a
Catholic, and my parents aren't
exactly thrilled wish my marrying a
Jew. •
I have no desire to turn Jewish,
and my fiancee doesn't want to turn
Catholic. We want to be married in
either a church or a synagogue, but
no priest will marry us, and neither
will a rabbi. Who will, then?
If we bave children, we plan to
\ pose them to both religions and
them decide what they want to
•
.Any Ideas?
- IN LOVE IN BOSTON

DEAR ABBY: As a horticulturist,
my I add .my opinion on whether a
- 'tomato is a fruit or a vegetable?
Botanically speaking, a fruit is
considered to be a mature Ovary of a
flower, which is what a tomato is. It
contains seeds just as all fruits do
-CC-p-i-parthenocarpic fruits, which
iex
are bred to be seedless). There are
many types of fruit. For example,an
apple is a pome fruit and a peach is
a,drupe fruit. A tomato is actually a
berry!.
H,owever, Commonly speaking, a
tomato is treated as a vegetablebecause people do not eat them like
other fruits. Many other vegetables
that are botanically classified as
fruits are actually Vegetables.
Cucumber, squash, pumpkin.
pepper and.eggplant are also fruits.
-but are treated as vegetables. On the
other hand, there are some vegetables that are not considered fruits.
For example: Brussels sprouts are
buds,lettuce and cabbage are leaves.
and broccoli and .cauliflower are
flowers! It mattersJittle what you
call them as long-its yotere happy
when you eat them.
F. PARIVAR, DEPARTMENT
OF HORTICULTURE,
• UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS
Nary
DEAR F. PA RI VAR:I give up.
Pass the crow.

DEAR IN LOVE:.If _there's a
-rabbi-or-a-Roman-Catlaolie-prie.t
who will perform a mixed marriage in a synagogue or church,
I don't know where he (or she)
is.
You may have to settle for a
civil ceremony, but if you want a
religious ceremony, try the
Unitarian Church.
••

DEAR ABBY. In response to
Berpie Saber in Scottsdale": When'
A'we were traveling in Israel in 19701.
our tour guide pointed out a cattle
farm and said. "Thege cows are
instead of
corled 'Goldstein
• Hols"te.Ins.-they say 'Noo: instead
•
ESTHER IN
N BEACH
MANHATTA
,
DEAR ESTHER:I think;we've
Milked this item dry-and that's
no bill!.

DEAR ABBY: Regarding "Dog.
Tired in Pennsylvania": I also had
the problem of dogs coming on my
property to do their dirty business.
Then I heard about a solution- that
really. works.
Sprinkle mothballs for crystals)
around .the shrobbery and bushes
the dogs frequent. Do this every
three or four weeks and you'll have
no problem. gogs hate this odor. It
will also discourage rabbits and
chipmunks.
DOG-TIRED IN MICHIGAN
ØE

MARCIE ANC'
;
GOING OVER TO
ThE AuGITORIUM 50 I
GET MY AWARD..

O YOU TI-IINK SNOOPY
WOULD 60 ALONE SO WE
WONT GET M1/6E0?

HE'LL BE 6LAC
TO 60..

Marjdorie Shroat Dunn
retires today from the
Bank of Murray,after 38
years of continuous service. She was currently
serving as Vice President in the bank's ComLoan
nnercial
Department.
Mrs. Dunn has had
charge -of making personal. mortgage and collateral loans; in charge
of U. S. Series EE and
HH Bond purchases and
exchanges; she is currently serving as Bond
Chairman for Calloway
County; responsible for
Bank- of Murray stock
transfers and dividends;
has assisted customers
in investment purchasing; and is'incharge of
paying City of Murray
school, liTgOital and
water and sewer bonds.
' Mrs. Dunn holds a B.
S. degree from Murray
State University in
business adniffistratiori
and attended the University of Kentucky School
of Banking. She 'isa
member and past president of the Zeta Department. Murray Woman's
Club, a former chairman
of the Civic Improvement Committee of the
Murray Woman's Club,
--under whose direction
tlit, downtown postal
faellilles were secure .
She was also instrumental in securing storm
doors and windows for
the Mur,ray Woman's
Club House. She is a
member and past chairman of the Kentucky
Group of the National
Association of Bank
Women. She is a past
member and past president of the Murray
.Business and Professional Women's Club.
'She is a member of the
First. Baptist Church.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Fraternity, the-Strurray
Country Club. the Racer
Club and President's
Club of Murray State
University. She has funded the Shroat-Huie-Dunn
...C5 14E 14AVE
CD
TO BE AWAKE?
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NEW YORK (AP) The discovery that the
AIDS virus latches onto
a protein in a key immune system, cell and
kills the cell, crippling the immune system,
could lead to a way to
block the virus, researchers said.
The finding by scientists in France and
England may help in the
search for chemical

Marjorie Shroat Dunn

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Conspiracy
6 Spanish pots
11 Thick soup
12 Balances
14 Hypothetical
force
15 Most beloved
17 Printers
measure

Is

A

24ear
4 Matures
5 Jumped
6 Musical dramas
7

6

5

8

old•
lil
14 U
III 1111 III
1111
III II
MI
III
II

fil•

TOMORROW
NEVER
COMES

Mull

HAT!.

Nil
.
Ill

likl

RIM
111

11

ill

III

7 Be defeated
8 Illuminated
9 Equally
10 Leaked through
11 Trespass on
13 Trap
16 Rodent
19 Mocked
21 Tales ,
23 Journeys forth
25 Turkish decree
27 confederate general
29 Youngster
32 Swift
33 Rubber on
pencil
34 More insane
35 Affirm.
36 Shut
37 10th President
40 Cover
43 Comfort
44 Periods of time
47-Brim
48 Female relative:
colloq.
51 Roman 1001
53 Symbol for
tellurium

NUUUU

1

"antibodies" that can
bind to and neutralize
the AIDS virus, saidBritish researcher
Robin Weiss.
Weiss said he "would
not wish to make large
C laims .' about
medicinal uses of the
discovery, but added it
"does give us possible
Ideas" for prevention or
treatment and helps illuminate the process of
acquired immune deficiency syndrome
Infection.
Dr. Robert Gallo, an
AIDS expert at the National Cancer Institute
in Bethesda, Md., said it
was important to identify the "receptor" protein that the AIDS virus
latches onto for
infection.
"If you know a lot
about the receptor, it
opens up ideas you
didn't have before," he
said Thunrday. "You
can start doing things
that might interfere
with the virus infection of the cell."
Weiss,- professor of
- viral oncology and
director of the Institute
of Cancer Research in
London, was among six
British researchers to
report the work in a recent issue of Nature, a
British scientific journal. In‘the- same issue, a
teatt of eight French
researchers reported
the same conclusion.
The protein is at least
an essential part of the
receptor:and other factors may also help
determine what limits
the targets of the AIDS
virds, Weiss said Thursday in a telephone
-interview.
-AIDS had.struck-7,694-people in the United
States and killia 3,627 of
them as of Monday, according to the Centers
for Disease Conteol in
Atlanta.
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CL.ASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Legal

rF-THEY
DON'T LIKE
THIS,I'LL
EAT MY

10
13

44

YOM.4. REGRET
TOMOIMOIN

9

12

Mill° - N Mill
41
Nil
II
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I'D BE THINNER
IF MY CON5CIENCE
WERE QUICKERWITTED

A
A
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STEMS

.1 Pamper
4

Foi
A

DOWN

3

G4

A
47 Climbing
devices
49 Compass point
50 Death
52 Kind of
overshoe
54 More mature
55 Ancient chariot

18 Sum up •
20 Extra
21 Health resort
22 Musical sign
24 Greek letter
1 Roman -road
Z,5
26 Harbinger
28 Walked in a
pompous
manner
30 Anger
2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A
A
VT'
A
A
A
A

31 Swiss river
32 Buy bac,k •
35 Drug user
38 War god
3e,Everyone .41 Slippery
42 Cushion
43 Roman official
- 45 The sun
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years, and with Joe Dick
for approximately 28
years." said Mrs. Dunn.
A breakfast was held
in her honor this morning. She received many
lovely gifts and farewell
wishes from banking
associates. Joe Dick..
President of the Bank of
Murray, -stated "Marjorie has a unique talent
for dealing with people,
and will be greatly missed by her many friends,
both customers and
fellow .employees. I
have enjoyed working
'with Marjorie these past
28 years, and havtrlearned much from this work- trig relationship. She is a
loyal and dedicated
employee and officer.
We wish her much happiness."

Finding may help search
for way to block AIDS virus

1

.

Calvert City, Kentucky.
He was a cancer victim
of November 7, 1980. She
has two brothers in Murray and one in Frankfort.
Kentucky.
During her retirement,
_Mrs. Dunn is looking forward to traveling,
visitthg relatives, golfing, and all types of
needlework! Her 1985
plans include a trip to the
.
Orient.
"Nothing could have
been more rewarding
and fulfilling in my life
than the lovely people I
have worked with at the
Bank of Murray.and the
wonderful customers I
have been able to serve.
I'm so grateful for haVMg had the privilege of
working with the late
George Hart for 20%

Superintendent of the
Murray Water & Sewer
System at the time of his
death from a heart attack on September 7,
1967. Her second husband. Felix Howard
Dunn, to whom she,was
married from 1971-1980,
was associated with the
Pennwalt Corporation of

Memorial Scholarship
Fund at .MSU to aid
County
Calloway
_ .
students.
Mrs.. Dunn is the
daughter of the late Mr.
& Mrs. Jefferson D.
Shroat of Murray. She
was married to Robert
from
Hui?
Wilson
was
He
1940-1967.
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CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 84-C1-302
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Ntruit-r,
The.Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway
Circuit _Court First National Mortgage
Association Plaintiff, Versus Carl Allen Skinner, Ronnie Shanklin and wife, Jthonda
Shanklin; Heights Finance Corp., and
Calloway County. Kentucky Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
the
December 14th Term thereof-1984,
above cause, for the sum of Twenty Six Thousand Five Hundred Fifty Nine- and =96/100
Dollars, with interest at the rate of 10% per
cent per annum from the 1st day of November
1982, until paid and its cost therein,1 shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray. Kentucky to the highest
bidder, at public auetion on the 28th day`of
JAluary 1985, at 1:00 O'clock p.m., or
WreabOat, upon a credit of 30 days,.'the
• following desert-he'd property, to-wit: A 0.513 acre tract of land as surveyed by
F.T. Seargent and Associates of Murray. Kentucky, orrOctober 8, 1979, located on Highway
783, north,of Penny in the Northwest Quarter
of Section 8. Township 2, Range 4 East of
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more
•
•
particularly described as:
Beginning at the southwest corner of the
herein described tract of land the northwest
corner of M.H.Ford property o Deed Book'150,
Page 1212t, said corner being an iron pin o set I
in the east right-of-way of Highway 783 - 30.00
feet from the centerline in an existing fence
line and located 0.25± mile north of the North
Pleasant Grote Church Road: thence North 2
▪
degrees 19' II- NI est - 100.00 feet along the ea.1
7&3 to an iron pin 1.4.0
right-of-nay of
341.1111 feet fromlhe centeirline and 12.541 feet east
of an existing exit.: thence.North 118 degrees IN1'
00" East - 223.50 feet along the Rob Metallon property (Deed Book 124. pair 6041 to an axle

1 .Legal

1

. L

a

g

1/2 P
sale.
terick,
pattern
1/2...pr
chase
same.
Center.
Murray,

s •I

i!Art); thence. noulli 2 degrees 19' r east 100.00
feet NA ith the M'cCallon property to an iron pinawl, at the base of a 10- post oak in an existing
fence: thence. south 88 degrees 00' 00- V.est 2'2.3.541 feet nith an exiAting fence and the Ford
property to the point of beginning. Being the same real estate come)ed to Carl A.
Skinner b) deed front Ronnie Shanklin and wife.
Rhonda Shanklin. dated August 12. 1982. and of
,record in Deed Book 163. Card 2123. in the
Callas County Clerk's office-.
For the purchase price. the purchaser must exeeute bond. nith ammoed- securities. bearing
legal inti-ryst from the day of sale, until paid. and
haying the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders n ill be prepared to coMply promptly NA ith
these terms.
Frank I.. Ryan
• Master Commissioner Callonay Circuit Court
CIVIL ACTION-FILE-NO. 84-CI-316
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
•
NOTICE OF SALE
Calloway
Kentucky.
of
th
Commonweal
The
Circuit Court Bank of Murray Plaintiff, vet-'
sus Denny L. Williams and Calloway County.
Kentucky. Defendant.
By virtue-of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
December 11 Term thereof 1984, in the above
cause, for the -.Sum of -Two Thousand' and
35/100 1$2,000.35)Dollars, with interest, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for saleat the Court House door in the
ty of Murray, Kentucky. to tiN highest bidder.
At public auction on the 28th day of January
1985, at 10:00 O'clock am.; or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following described property, to-wit:
'Lots 705, 706 and 707 in Unit II of the PineBluff Shores Subdivision, as shown by Plat of
of ..
• record in Plat Book 2. page 2(being a part
as
described
particularly
More
„same)
. follows:
• stake on forest Drive;
Bginning at the Iron

Do So
For
Coll
7
Chil,
7

T7F-Fri
sale. W
wide. 1%
Ceziter,
Murray,

Streni
Stretc
Relax

Wei

Start
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7511/r.
"
sizes 82
''''

South
Butldln
Washingt
2552

Jim Si
Henry
showr
6:30-8
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Pt.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1

.Le ga i

1.Legal
thence in a southerly direction 84 feet. more
or less to a stake; thence in an easterly direction 100 feet, more or less to a stake; thence
in a northerly direction 66 feet. more or less.
to a stakt; thence in a westerly direction 100
feet. more or less, to the point of beginning.
- AND A 1968 Capris House Trailer, Serial Number
522870553
The sale will be conducted as follows: First,
the Mobile Home (or Trailer) will be sold. If
proeeeds,of the Sale amount to $2,750.00 or
more, then the real estate will not be sold. If
the proceeds of the sale of the Mobile Home
(or Trailer I are less than $2,750.00. then the
real estate will be sold.
For the purchase price, the Purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the-force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

2.Notice

9. Situation Wanted
\ILIA.. do babysitting in

24. Miscellaneous
32. 'Apt, for Rent
47. Motorcycles .53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
GEt your screen and 2 BR
duplex,
411
N.
5th.
1984 TAMAHOPPER APPLTANCI
JOINER'S Tree Ser
my home any shift
glass repair done at 1
room efficiency apt.. moped, low mileage, in SERVICE.
Have references. Call Mid -South Wholesale;
vice. 30 years ex
Kenmor
e,
1603 College Farm Rd., excellent shape. Asking
759-4803.
Westinghouse. perience. Also bucket
342 East Washington, Murray.
Call 492-8225.
$349. Call 753-9642 after Whirlpool 22 years truck for hire Call
ILL do evening Paris; 642.2552.
pm
experience. Parts and 753- 0366,
babysitting. Call 759- OA1( & hickory firewood. 3 BR- living room,
kitchen, utility, bath, TWO 1984 Yamaha
4866 after 5p,m.
5 service. Bobby Hopper.
You haul, $20 a rick. Call carpeted,
ac, re- wheelers, 225CC. Ex• Bob's Appliance SerWILL do 'house clean- 437 4829.
Aluminum
frigerato
ing. 7 years experience. SEASONED & half dishwashr, stove, oven, cellent condition. Will vice, 202 S. 5th St
er & garbage sell cheap. Call 753-1904
Business /53.4872, 436Service Co.
Dependable. Re- seasoned oak firewood disposal
furnished. $250
5848 (home)
Aluminum and vinyl
ferences. Call 474-2292.
for sale. Minimum or a month.
deposit, 1
APPLIANCE REPAIR.
siding. Custom trim
48. Auto Services
WILL do office clean- der, 2 ricks. Call 436 yr lease $250
Call 753-3865
Factory authorized for
ing. 7 years experience. 2587. '
work. References.
or 753-4974.
1964 CHEVROLET 3/4 Tappan, Kelvinator
and
Dependable. ReCall Will Ed Batley,
FOR
ton
rent,
truck,
furnish
has
1978 350 Brown. Service on gas
ed
25. Business Services
ferences. Call 474-2292.
• 753-0689
apartment. Also, house engine, new brakes, and electric ranges
trailer. Call 753-6044.
good tires $800. 3-speed microwaves,
MIKE HODGE'S
dis- NEED work on your
13. For Sale or Trade
NICELY furnished 1 BR Chevrolet transmission h -w
sheers
re- trees? Topping prun
TAX SERVICE
apartment. Inquire at $50 350 & 400 GM - frigerators, etc. Earl mg, shaping,
BASEBALL cards. Sell,
Enrolled To Practice
complete
transmi
100
ssions
S.
13th
St.
$100.- Lovett, 354-6966 or 753- removal and more Call
buy & teade at the
Before The IRS Bachelor'
3. Card of Thanks
Complet
e
1964 Willys 5341.
BOVER'S TREE
Murray Flea Market,
Degree in Accounting at . NICE, clean. 1
BR, Jeep Running Gear
SERVICE fer Pro
811 N. on Sat. Jan. 12th.
Murray
State.
8
$500.
years
1972
furnishe
of
Ford truck
d apt. Close to
Card Of Thanks
fessional tree- care
.
experience preparing In
campus. $125 per -bed $75, rear end $50
Irrigation Resoclental
753 0338
Layton Dale HudBody
parts
&
rear
month.
ends
dividual. Business. PartnerDeposit
14.
CAMPBEL
reWant
L
to
WELL
Buy
ODD lob- speri-alist,
son and family
for 1971 & 2 lJnpala, 1872
quired. Call 753-7276
ship, and Corporate
,DRILLING
ceiling fans, electrical
WANT to buy used
wishes to. thank
ONE bedroom Duplex. & 3 Chevelles, 1973 Ford
returns.
Low
rates
McKenzie
and
7n
plumbing, fencing You
piano, not too expeneveryone for the
414 S 10th, Murray. Call truck, 1974 Leif anns,
hundreds of satisfied
Call Collect
name it, I do it You
sive. Call 753-4173.
1977 Impala, 1963
cards, gifts and
492-8225.
901-352 3671 or
clients. Now preparing
byy, I install
Chevrolet truck. Heads
You
especially
901 352 5704
the
15. Articles for Sale
returns day or night call' ONE Iledroom apart- for Chevrolet • engines:
break, I fix Call 436
CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 84-CI-308
ment,
$100
Free
per
prayers
Estimates
month
plus
Layton
2868
754,-1,425
for
an
283. 305, 327, 350, 400,
4 PIECE bedroom set.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
deposit. Call 753-5588.
received while he
appointment
396, 454. $60 pair. GM DILL Electrto is now
Excellent condition,
NOTICE OF SALE
TAKING
applications radiators $35..
was hospitalized at
$300. Call 436-2106.
15" & 16" rewinding electric
BAILEY'S FARM
for Section 8. Rent
The Commonwpalth of Kentucky, Calloway
Western -Baptist
5-lug Ford truck wheith Motors. Call 753-9104.
Subsidiz
ed
apt. 1, 2 or 3 $35 set. 1968
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Circuit C'ourt. National Mortgage Company
LUMBER
/NTERI
Camaro FENCE sales at Sears
OR and exter
Hospital
in
BR. Apply Hilldale fenders
$40, doors $50. now. Call Sears 753-2310
ior doors, $5.00 and up. 12x65. 2 BEDROOM, 2 Apts.,
Plaintiff, Versus William Ray West and wife,
Paducah. Layton is
•
FOrsall your
Hardin, Ky. Want to buy
Mid-South Wholesale acres & barn. 1. mile Equal
winch, Call for free estimate for
Carla J. West Defendant.
Out building needs
at home no and is
Housi
ng
753-0307
after
Building; 342 East north of Murray_ Call Opportun
6p.m .
your needs.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
ity.
759 1099 well on his way to
Washington; Paris; 642- 753-4588 or 753-7637.
GENERAL HOME
WANT
Corner of Industrial Rd
ED
female
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
recovery from his
2552.
14x70 WINSTON 2 BR, I roomate
REPAIR
49.
.
15
years exUsed Cars
to share fur-December 20, Term thereof 1984, in the above
3-wheeler accident.
E F RI GE R A TOR, bath, 12x20 added on nished
home. Re- 1968 PLYVOLTH, perience. Carpentry, ROOFING. Plumb'og
cause, for the sum of Twenty Five Thousand
You'll never know
excellent condition, den. Kitchen has all asonable
concret
e,
plumbing,
expenses. Call automatic, slant 6,'good'
$150. Can be seen at 1407 wood - cabinets, double 759-4011.
how much we deep-Nine Hundred Thirty Nine and 14/100 Dollars,
roofing,' siding. NO JOB Siding, Additions,
tires, body. A very good TO
Painting, General Car
Henry
oven,
St.
counter
753-5387
after
top
range.
appreci
SMALL.
ly
ated your
Free eswith interest at the rate of 91,2 per cent per anbuy at $700. Call timates.
4p.m.
House beautifully de- 33. Rooms for Rent
Days 753-6973. pentry. P.A. Molony Co
num from the tat day of May 1984. until paid. concern.
753-7629.
753 8628
corated, brick foundaFree
nights 474-2276
Roger gr'Carolyn Hudson
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
Estimates
tion. on 1/2 acre lot rLTRNISHED room for 1969 CAMARO. New
girl,
1/2
.
block
from paint. goad -interior,
__near_ .Hardin. Most see
7200-F-4HG ;- s itftn g,
sale at the Court House door in - the•City of
Aluminum and Vinyl
to appreciate. _Cali 437- campus, utilities paid. good mechanically. $2,
plumbing, concrete
Murray. Kentucky,'to the highest bidder, at '5. Lost and Found
Murray
-Callow
ay Co. 000 or best offer. Call
siding and Aluminum
4606.
work, flat roof, adpublic auction on the 28th day Of January 1985, FOUND ring In K-Mart
Realty,
304
N. 12th St. 498-8716.
trim for all houses. It
ditions. Phone 759 12141 9 7 7 2 BR 1 4 x 6 5
Desks, files, chairs,
parking lot. Call 498at 1:00 O'clock p.m.. or thereabout, with 10r;
1973 AUDI Fox in good
stops painting.
American Pride mobile 753-8146.
8312
folding
after
tables,
4:30p.m.
etc.
Must
repair. 11200. Call 753cash day of sale and balance due in 30 days,
home. Has central heat ROOM near campus
See
us
for
describe ring and pay
Jack Glover
0835. No Friday night or
& air, stave & re- Boy only. Call 753-5561.
,
the following described property. to-wit:
special tiny tot
for ad.
SLEEPI
NG
room,
Saturday
recalls
f
rige
please.
rator,
753-1873
nice
Being a certain lot located at the northwest
pock ages.
awnings, nice carpet, frigerator in. hall. 1973 STINGRAY Corvette
intersection of South 10th Street and Poplar 6. Help Wanted
753 8298
S
well insulated, storm Private entrance, $90 convertible, white on
CARTER STUDIO •
Street in the City of Murray, Kentucky. The 2 JOBS available in the
windows & undrpinnied. per month. Zimmerman white, ps,pb, new tires, GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears
continuous gut- •
300 MAIN SI SUITE B•
$7,850. Call 753-5675.
previous deed of record is in Deed Book 150, Calloway County
Located in Fox Apt. S. 16th. 753-6009.
1016 Jefferson
ters installed for your
J.T.P.A. out of school
Nortk 3rd Entronc.•
Meadows Trailer Ct.
1976
CUTL
Card 2389. in the office of the Calloway CounASS
34.
Houses for Rent
Paducah, Ky.
spec ificatiosis, C611
program 7 Call 753-9378
For more information
Supreme, red With white
ty Court Clerk and said lot is more particularweekday mornings. You
442-4302
call 759-1983.
2 BEDROOM house. 1 interior. Call after Sears 753-2310 for free SEWING Machine lire
pair. All makes and
estimate.
.
ly described as follows: Beginning at a Le inch
may qualify if: (1) you
bath. 121 North Stella, 6p.m. 435-4354.
_ diameter iron rod at-the intersection of-the ere_ unemployed- (2) B,GAL. roof coatingstove, refrigerator, 1177 CORVETTE, Mack HA-ROLD_S_ Tree ..Ser. models Indu-stfial,
you do not have GED or, fiber; non-fiber: or.
washer/dryer hook-up. on black. -automatic. vice. Topping, cutting, hditie- and commercial • •
west line of South 10th Street with the north
high school diploma. (3) plastic cethent, 110.95
trimming, ete. Also, 38 yrs experience Aii
$150 mooth. 753-7743 $6,000. Call 753-9317.
line of Poplar Street and running thence
you are between 16 & 22 ea. Mid-South Wholesclean-up work, shrubb- work guaranteed Ken
after 5p.m. 753-3992.
neth Barnhili, 753 2674,
westerly along the north line of Poplar Street yars old. EOE.
ale Building; 342 East
2 BR-, low utilities. 1077 DATSUN 280-Z. ery & over grown areas.
Stella, Ky.
Assume loan with
MMISTIAN book- de- Washington; Paris; 64280 feet" to a Iv incii diameter iron rod in the
stove, refrigerator, ac. Excellent condition. Fast, dependable service. Insured. For free SHOLAR Plumbing
aler & distributor 2552. '
center of a 10-foot wide -driveway 5footof said
washer & dryer fur- Call 436-2968.
small down pay5Tectric Can 437 4740
needed desperatly! Call IIRAND new Bentley
estimates call 437-4607.
nished.
Deposit
1977
reFIAT,
driveway is off of-the west side of this lot and
$300.
Call
ment on 1978 RedIn mornings 759-1472 for 3.5moi camera. $50. Call
INSULATION blown in
quired.
Availabl
e
between
Feb.
lla.m.
&
8p.m.
5 feet is off the east side of the lot of J.S. and
more details.
man, 14x70 3 BR
by Sears. •TVA ap
9642 aner 6p.m.
1st. Call 750-1251.
'
753
753-8950.
Mary Duvall
thence northerly with an irt FRESH start! Texas
3 BEDROOM house in 1977 Grand Prix. blue proved. Save on those
Mobile
Home.
20.
Sports
Equipmen
Refinery Corp. offers
t
tenor angle or 88 degrees 39 minute§ 86.7 feet
15 Years Experience,
Murray. Call 753-5561.
with T-top, automatic, high heating and cool'
$1050
down
opportunity for high MINI 14 governm
to a le inch diameter iron rod; thence easter3 BR brick, appliances pa, pb, ac. 1 owner, ing bills. Call Sears
References, Free
ent $144.
67
income plus cash
7 5 3 2 3 1 0 for free
per
model .223 rifle, two
furnished, lease & de- $1200. Call 753-6421.
ly with an interior angle of 92 degrees 58
Estimates
bonuses and fringe be- clips, 100 rounds,
estimate
month. This home posit. Call 753-8512.
new
minutes SO feet to an Iv inch diameter iron rod
nefits in Murray area. condition, reasona
INTERI
OR
Paintin
g,
ble
NICE 3 BR brick. 1977 I/ OLKSWAGON
is already setup in
in the west line of South 10th Street; thence
Regardless of past ex- but firm price. 436-5806.
garage, stove, car- Rabbit. Good condition. cheap winter rates, 8
Meadows
southerly with an interior angle of 87 degrees perience or training, PADUCAH Gunshow. Fox
peted, near MSU. Ser- Call 753-9260 after years experience, have
write H.G. Sears, Pres., Sat-Sun
references. For free es WET BASEMENT We
Mobile Home Park.
05 minutes and running along the west line of
10-5., Jaycee
ious inquiries only. 5:30joim.
Box 711, Ft. Worth TX Civic Center.
Make wet basements
Deposit, references. No 1971 MAZDA GLC 2 dr timatet dill 762 4787.
Gun -door
South 10th Street 89 feet to the point of begift- 76101.
Contact
Glenn
dry Work completely
prize
pets, $285. 753-3942.
McCann
SPECI
HB,
AL
EDIning and an interior closing angle of '91
Starks,
JOBS available! Money Gunshows.
guaranteed. Call -o_r
Starks
UNFURNISHED, 4 BR TION. 5-sp. ac. cruise.
Carpet and
degrees 18 minutes.
to loan. Businesses
write 'Morgan Coo
Bros.
Mobile
brick,
2
bath,
-fm.
am
Call
759-9246
central
available with little or 24: Miscellaneous
Struction Co Rt. 2, Box
Being the same real estate conveyed to
Uphol
gas
heat.
leave
stery
Referenc
,Homes
messag
with
es
e
Benton,
&
Ky.
409A, Paducah. Kv
William Ray West and wife, Carla J. West, no investment. Write lx10 CHANEL Rustic
deposit required. $450 service.
753-2922.
for free infgrmation
42001 or call 1-442.7026.
Clean
ing.
per
cedar
month
siding,
.
jointly and to the survivor, by deed from HerCall
$24
per
packet. Send $1.00 for
WILL flaw wtrite rock
1980 HONDA Civic.
Free Estimates
man Lovins, and wife, Cammie Lovins, dated
postage and handling hundred. Kashway 1983 BUCCANEER 753-8835.
sand, lime, rip rap and
Bldg.
Excel.
Mat..
3
cond.
mi.
N. of 14x70,
4-sp.
to: Montgomery EnFebruary 23'. 1979, and of record in Deed Book
753-7217
masonary sand, coal.
3 BR, 11/2 bath, 38. Pets -Supplies
stereo, MPG 35. Call
terprises R07 Box 202 Benton on hwy. 641. 21 acres, near the lake.
dirt, Oavel, fill sand
159, Card-1551. io the Calloway County Clerk's
527-1466.
days
753-3231
ext. 304,
ARC registered male
Dyke Road Benton, KY.
Call Roger Hudson
office.
1x12 1/3 SHELVING. Call 436-2972 during the Pekinese puppy, 6 nights 753-8805.
JOYCE Noel Tax Ser
42025.
day.
Ideal for cabinets, trim,
1612 MAZDA RX7, 1 vice. Short forms still 753-4545 or 753-6763
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
weeks old. Call 435-4472.
tader boxes, $35 per 1084 BUCCANEER D 0 G obedience & owner, excellent condi- 57.50, long forms $15
execute bond, with approved securities, bearhundred. Kasliway 14x70, step-up kitchen, boarding inside covered tion, $7.400. Call and up (includes
ing legal interest from the day of sale, until
Bldg. Mat. 3 mi. NI of wet bar, ceiling fan, 2 runs. AKC German 437-4738.
Federal 8 State). In
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgBenton on hwy. 641. BR. 2 full baths, central Shepherd and AKC
home service for
heat
air,
84
dishwash
er,
CHRYS
1983
LER
La
527-1466. Delivery
ment. Bidders will be prepared to comply proelderly or shut ins Call
refrigerator with ice Australian Cattle Dogs, Baron convertible,
available:
489-2440 between 8a.m mptly with these terms.
436-2858.
maker,
underpi
nned.
cross
mark
leather
#2 1 / 2"x 4'x 8'
Wm. for appointment
Free Estimates
furnished or un- WOULD like to find a Interior. ac, windows,
Frank L. Ryan
SHEETROCK- 14.25;
Siamese- kitten. Call seats, ps. pb. am-fm or information.
furnished
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
759-1983
Lived
.
in
only
1/2"x4'x12'- $6.25. MidLEE'S CARPET
after 6p.m. 753 1701.
cassette, tan. Financing CLEANI
South Wholesale 4 months. Call 753-9644.
NG.
For at)
2.Notice
available. Call 753-9240.
Notice
2
Building; 342 East TOWNHOUSE 12x70. 2 4 1 . Public Sales
your carper .& upholst 56 Free Column
Washington; Paris: 642- BR, 1 bath, refrigeraery
cleaning_
For a free
1983 REGAL and 1986
to good home 2
tor, stove, disposal,
2552.
WE TAKE
Cutlass. Must sell. Call estimate call 753 5827
male kittens. 5 months
central air & gas heat,
Nev.
,
distribu
125
A
rick
tIng
for
oak
Satisfied
&
THE CAKE
references. 753-0729.
old. Call 436-2852
hickory firewood. Call cathedral ceiling, unFrottilaslorts stripped nacompany in Ken'79 MONTE Carlo. both LICENSED Electrician
derpinning & other ex474-2329.
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams...?
Wanted
engine & body in excel- for residential and 57
tras included. Priced to
tucky nas 16-18 im8000 B.T.U. aircon- sell.
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-Alent condition, good commercial. Heating Woon any type up to
Cali 753-6421
mediate
openin
gin
ditioner
Clown or Monkey. Cakes.
Frigidare I.
tires, am-fm radio, rear anal, air condition, gas 4' long & 12' diameter 4
Also.' brand new Murray 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Free Delivery. VISA 8 MC.
Upright piano, Zenith
the display and merdefog. Asking $4100 will installation and repair
mi S of Murray on 641
,
10 speed, bicycle.
753-9280
stereo, chest freezer, 'take best offer" Call, Phone 753-7203.
chandising - depart753-9251
2 BEDROOM trailer.
Call 759-4707
753-9642
after
6p.m.
old pie safe, old brick,
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
1/2 PRICE pattern
ment These are
SHOWTIME Movie 759-1417,
. •••0,•
•
••••••••
•0•••
sale. Simplicity, But•
220 heater, old jars,
permane
Rental;
nt,
located
fu'l
tim6
in
Bob's 3 BR 10x40 -mobile
terick, McCall, Vogue
•
•
and
many
More
50
Comic
Used
Trucks
Shop,
100
A .N'. home, $85 a :month
positions .
patterns, entire stock
with
•
•
items.
6th
St.
1/2 price with pur1973 FORD pick-up 0
Phone 489-2595 '
realistic advance'
•
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6 2 OR 3 BR, furnished
Sat. Only 8-4
chase of fabric for
F-100. Call 437-4703.
.
ment
•
opportun
ities
and up. 753-2905 or AC'natural gas.
same. Murray Sewing
1404
Hughes
1974 FORD pick-up,
Shady
WOODWORKING
0
435-4343 or 435-4319.
We offer factory,
Center. Bel Air Center,
long wheel base. 302
Oaks 753-5209.
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
O
TIMOTH
Y
Murray, Ky.
-hay,
$2
a
automatic. Call 753.9181
training and many
SOLID
CABINETS
WOOD
RAISED
PAgIEL
DOORS. 0
&
43. Real Estate
bale. Call 492-8211.
30 Business Rentals
.
•
100% Natural
or 753-8124.
Bch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
benefits
We are
Do Something Nice
0
1977 FORD pick-up, •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
T1ANK
of
Murray
&
Fm
100%
part of a large naKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
.
H.A. repossessed pro- $1675. Call 753-5121
For Yourself.
Mini
'CUSTO
FURNITUR
BUILT
M
E
&
Guaranteed
tional concern Musl
perties. Other listings. 1978 CJ -7 GOLDEN
SATELLITE SERVICE
FURNITURE REFINISHI
Call BIBLE CALL
Warehouse
Murray-Calloway Co. Eatle Levi Package, •COMPETITIVE PRICES " NG
he available for im753-7
Call
REPAIR
863
SALE
V-8.
Realty,
3-speed.
304
Dray By & Simi
N.
759-4444
look
O
12th
outs,
St.
Storage Space 753-8146 or Ron
mediate full. time
Hwy.940, Lynnville. Ky.
Our Olapley
Talent new- top, 34,000 mi
Children s Tope
$1,150 and up
employment No e,13.850 Call 753-3535
753-9894.
For Rent
Ky
1212 Mci;n
of Stores
759-4445
FOR sale, by owner,
perience necessar.
753-1
492
Without A SERVICE
vacant lot & rental 1980 CHEVROLET 1 ton
For- interview Ca
property 'across from truck. PS. PB, new
DEPARTMENT
CAR batteries 36 mos
1/2 Price FABRIC
Murray Fire Dept. on rebuilt motor, 4 speed,
guarantee, 22, 24, - 72, • 74 31. Want to Rent
5th wheel hook-up. and 2
sale. Wool blends 60"
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
series,
$27.99
exchange
.
'ft. metal grain sides
IviSU professor & family
wide. Murray Sewing
222 S. 12th
LEGAL secretary. 60 mos. guarantee, seeking . nice 4 BR. 2 TO buy or sell your Good condition Phone
Cerlter, Bel Air Center,
7534865
Knowledge in word $37.99 exchange, Heavy Bath or largeri home property contact Wilson 753-0789.
Murray, Ky.
Realty, 302 N., 12th St
processing machines duty 27 series, 60 mos. for rent. Call 753-4173.
1980 VW pick-up with
753-3263
required. Experience
guarantee, $39.99 ex
topper. 12750. Call 753DAILY CAR RENTAL helpfull. Salary
32. Apts for Rent
com- change. Wallin Hard
0643.
46 Homes for Sale
LONG TERM LEASE
mensurate with skill
ware, Paris-7n_
--Axle -FT. -horse trailer
-4-B-R--fu-rni-shect apt
rind something you wont to sell
I BR brnr-ROuse. full
and qualification. Send kE ROSE.NE heaters;,
ASK GENE
1973 23ft. camper 1974
Partial utilities paid No basemen
Maybe it's your car, your bike, a
with
•
resume
t
to
1
Murray
BR Chevy. 4 wheel drive
7200 BTU $44.99, 9500 pets, girls or couples
AT
grand piano. Maybe it's something as
upstairs apt & 2 BR truck
Ledger & Times, P.O.
BTU $49.99, 12,300 preferred. Call 753-9741.
Call 437-4331
DWAIN TAYLOR
garage apt Located
Box 1040-P.
common place as a desk or a dishwasher..
BTU $59.99. Wallin
BE-DROOM apt. 11/2 block from hospi- '79 FORD 4-wheel drive.
CHEVROLET
LOCAL company now
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Excellent condition
Newly 1-emodeled. tal, 713 Elm
Your next step is to write on ad
753 2 517
taking applications for SEASONED
Call N'ery low
oak Lease & deposit. -No 502-395-4756.
mileage Call
that will sell this item. An ad that
437-4832.
Wanted anything you full & some part-time firewood Also will do pets, $165 8th & Chest1 BR brick, large kitwill draw the reader's attention, create
need to sell twill sell it for sales positions. 18 yrs. & tree trimming, remov
nut. Call 753-8512
chen dining, great
you. C&J Consignment. older, no experience ing, and Shaping 3 BR Olive St. 1 BR near
on interest and cause a response. Here
52.
Boats-Mot
ors
room fireplace, 2 bath,
necessary, will train. shrub
1417 Olive, 759-4194.
bery
Call MSU. Adults, no pets. doubl
are some guidelines:
Transportation re- 753-5476.
e garage -- 14 FT Richline bass
lease
deposit.
&
Call
workshop, acre lot 1 boat. 65 hp Mercury
quired. Excellent • opSTORM ,windows, stock
753-9208 after 4p m.
Mile north of Murray. trolling motor and
por tun !ties & pay SEASONED firewood
sizes $21.25 ea. Mid.
washe'r. Priced to sell' Call graph $1.200.
structure Apply in oak, hickory, mixed 3 BR apt
SouthWholesale
or best
Put yourself in the reader's place. If you
hardwo
ods
$30,
dryer,
rick
stove.
refrigera
759-4588 or 753-7637
person at Holiday Inn,
offer Call 762-4797,
Building; 342 East
delivered
Min
.
tor.
lease
order
deposit
&
2
were considering buying this item, what
1413
Murray. room III.
Washington; Paris; 642Tues. Jan. 15th. hours ricks. Call John Boyer Hiliwood Dr Call after
would you want to know about it? Give
2552.
753-0338.
4p.m. 759-1069
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
icrtni.-5
10a.n
the item's age, condition, size, brand
Gold
outooar
Silver
name and any other information needed
Jim Suffer & Jerry
mechanic wanted. ExClosed
Closed
to describe it accurately and completely.
perience
required.
ExHenry will be in our
Yesterday .305.00
Yesterday
6 15
cellent pay & benefits.
Opened
Opened
showroom from
Call 901-584-7880.
Today
305.30
TEXAS oil co. -neels
Today
616
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
mature person for short
Up
.30
Up
.01
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
trips surrounding
Comphmonts of
Murra
y.
Conta
ct
PURDOM
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
customers. We train.
587-2301
JEwi.LERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
MOTORS, INC.
Write P.Q. Dickerson,
Pres.. Southwestern
753 7113
Olds Pont Cad Buick
Fre* Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits
We buy Gold SOY!, & Diamond,
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Hours: 10 8 Doily 17 5 Sunday
Worth, Tx. 76101.

Now You Can
Have Your Very
Own Satellite
'System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
Call 759-4078
or 753-7765

OFFICE
FURNITURE

-

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

_

Bank
Repossession

ROOFING!

436-2999

COUNTRY
NOTIONS
121 Bypass
Located in the
Ozark Log Home
Building

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

MEN &
WOMEN
$710 To Start
•Plus
Production
Bonus

MEE

2 PARTY
BASEMENT
SALE

1rRRY's

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
• & CUSTOM

•

(-,

THOMAS ELECTRONIC

753-5940
Murray

•

BEWARE

502-382-2823

WORLD OF SOUND

How to write
a bestseller

YOGA

1

Strengthening
Stretching
Relaxation
8 Weeks-$40
Starts Jan. 15th
435;
4261

2..

Be Complete.

Face
Brick
16 Start At
$1 1OO

pi

Vowell &
Son Inc.
Martin, TN

WALLIS DRUG

Include the price.

••PRECRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Classified Department

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916
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Chief says council bickering hurt police
MIDDLRSBORO, Ky.
••
"If I had taken deteriorated to the place
'I have no intentions
(AP) - Forper Police somebody up there,
no that it couldn't be of being a candidate for
Chief 'James,
"R. Pur- matter what the repaired."
anything, but if I can
The funeral for
Friends may tall at
Services (or James E. member of Disabled sifull says he left his job charges, they' would
Pursifull said he
talk to people and' exHomer • Lancaster will the funeral home after 4 Hendrix,
becaus
e
City
Counci
have
l
tried
father of Mrs. Veterans Chapter No. 7,
me," he said. _ rejgriain active in city af- plain to people what's
be Saturday at 11 a_m. p.m. today (Friday I..
He said he decided to fairs "but not as a
Diane Wilson of Mur- -Paducah, of the factional wars were hurgoing on, then I'll proIn the chapel of the J.H.
Mr. Lancaster.;8, 212 ray, will be Saturday at Vetera
ting law enforcement leave before "it
ns of 'Foreign
candidate,"
bably do so," he said.
Churchill Funeral Woodlaw-ri, died 2 p.m. in the chapel
and
Middle
sboro voters
of Wars and American
Home.
Wednesday at 9:35 p.m. the Roth Funeral Home, Legion
"didn't seem to care."
Post' No. 31. He
Dr. Walter_E. at the Murray-Calloway Paducah.
Though council opwas a 32nd degree
Mischke. Jr., will of- County Hospital.
Burial will follow in 'Mason. a Scottish Rite ponents criticized him
ficiate. Music will be by
for wielding too much
He is survived by his the Maplelawn Mason, a membe
BOBBY WOLFF
r of
Gus Robertsoh, Jr., wife, Mrs. Hazel Sykes Cemetery
there. Folsomdale Lodge No. power, Pursifull said he
soloist. and Richard Lancaster; two Masonic rites will
be 283 Pree and Accepted lea office because his
Jones, organist.,
daughters. Mrs. Eli tonight at 7:30 at the Masons
and a member authority had become
Pallbearers mill be Alexander. Murray. and funeral home w
inadequate.
"The fellow who never makes a
Of Rizpa
NORTH
1-1I-A
George Weeks, : Billy Mrs. , Wayne Young, friends may now
mistake
"I
think
the
determi
takes his orders from one
n•J7
c
isonville /
Fitzhugh, Joe Foley, Albuquerque, N.M.: •
ing
factor,
who
does."
the
thing
that
•Q J 7 2
Mr. Hendrix, 61,
He is survived y his
•Q 5
Lynn Lancaster, J. Will three sisters, Mrs. Car- Benton. died Tuesda
- Herbert V. Prochnow.
y at. wife, Mrs. Dorothy Rust really caused me to
4AQJ96
Wimberly and Gordon rie Weston. Mrs. Lydia 7:32 p.m.
retire,
was
when I
at the Hendriz; six daughters,
WEST
EAST
Lancaster.
realized that, for the
Tift and Mrs. Lola Fit- Veterans Administra- Mrs. Wilson
of Murray,
A good defender learns to distin- •K 9 3
•Q 8 6 5 2
Burial, will follow in zhugh; one brother, . tion Hospital, Tucson
•4
, Miss Barbara Hendrix, last year, I had not had
•
65
guish between safe and risky plays.
the Murray Memorial Waymon Lancaster; Ariz.
*A K J 10 9 6
•7 4 2
Mrs.,Cassandra complete control of the
Often the play that appears to be , +732
Gardens.
five grandchildren.
police
depart
4
K85
ment as I
He was a retired Ten- Rhoades and Miss
risky is the safest bf all.
nessee Valey. Authority Mariam Hendrix, all of should have had, that
SOUTH
West takes two top diamonds and
•A 104
assistant unit operator Paducah, Mrs. Judy law enforcement was
must
find a switch after East plays
•AA( 10 9 8 3
-at the Shawnee Steam Taylor of Kevil and Mrs. beginning to suffer as a
•83
up-the-lin'e. What is South's best
+104
Donna Babre of Mimith, result of my confrontaRobert B. Ross, 5T, St. by his wife. Mrs. Mettle -Plant.
switch?
A veteran of World Mich. :1 3 tion with the council,"
Louis. Mo., formerly of Jones Kirk KOSS; three
Vulnera
The
"safe" leads appear to be a
ble: Both. Dealer South
he said.
Calloway County. died daughters,.,Miss Donna War IF: he wits a grandchildren.
trump or a club. Surely these leads The bidding:
The 48-year-old PurThursday. at 12:42 p.m. Ross and Miss Laura
are least likely to cost a trick in South
West
North
East
sifull had been on the
at the Audrain Medical Jane Ross. St. Louis.
trumps
1 IP
or clubs.
2•
3•
Pass
police force 25 years, 17
Ceriler. Mexico, Mo.
Pass
Pass
With either lead, South has an 4!
and Mrs. Dale (Judy)
Pass
years as chief, when he
A 1947 graduate of Counts. St. Charles,
easy
time.
East
gets
a club trick,
retired Nov. 9.
Oiening
lead:
Diamon
d king
Kirksey High School in Mo.; one sister, Mrs.
while South still has the ace of
As an ally of Mayor
NEWPORT,.Ky.(API officers responded to a
Calloway County, Mr. Daniel (Maude) Wendt,
BID
WITH
THE
ACES
spades,
and
South
has time to draw
Chester Wolfe, he was
Ross had' worked as a St. Louis:, three - Ricky McIntosh, call in the'early morntrumps and discard his low spades
charged with mx.irder _in hag hours of Dec. 30 that part of a struggle bettool and die maker.
grandchildren.
on dummy's high clubs.
South holds,
the deattiof a policeman a man had a gun at a ween Wolfe and an opBorn July 16. 1927, in
West's
best
lead
at
trick
three
posing
group
is
that ran
who was accidentally Newport) residence.
e 4K 93
Calloway County. he is
The Blalock-Coleman
a low spade. If South has no trump
shot by another officer, Shots were lired as of- under the banner "It's
IP 4
the son of the Sate -Lake Funeral Home of
losers, and holds the club king and
Mur- has had his arraignment • ficers approa
•AKJ10`9 6
ched the Time for a Change" and
Ross and Lucy Brock ray will be in charge
spade ace, there is no hope for the
of postponedto Jan. 17-by residence,
+732
with . the won eight of the 12 counRoss.
„the funeral and- 1urIa1.
defense. If he holds only one of,
cil
seats
in
November
C crtint-y three • officers firing a
South
North
- Mr. Ross is survived- arrangements.
these cards, West must shift fo 1•
.
1983.
District Court Judge total of 16 times:
1,
spades
in hopes'of building a fourth 2•
At
its
3,
first
meeting, in
Lambert Hetil.
„ Police said McIntosh
9
defensive trick.
C. Houston Ebert, was arrested a short January 1984, the counIn
today's
layout.
cil
restruc
East's spade ANSWE
tured several
assistant corn- distance from the house,
R:Three no-trump. Shows the
Mrs. Susan Sparks 1964 graduate of Murray monwealtb attorney, and
queen drives out South's ace, and, same
police found a gun city positions including
minimum but promises a
Nutter: 37. Salyersville.- High School and receiv- asked for the delay . inside the
South
-police
draws
chief,
trumps.The club stopper in spades.
and etit
residence.
died Thursday about e d her Bachelor's because Kentucky State
finesse then loses to East's king,
Pursifull's salary from
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
Although the fatal $27,500 a year to $18,500.
,8:30 a.m. in a twocar degree at Murray State Police haven't comand a spade to West's king scores 1230 Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed,
stamped
accident-on-the' Moun- University in 1968.
envelope for reply
the game-setting trick.
"Time for a Change"
She pleted ballistics tests bullet came from an oftain Parkway Exten-, taught math a't that will determ
ine ficer's gun, prosecutors council members accus'skin, about four miles' Calloway County. High whether a gun found
have pressed the ed Pursifull- of acat
from Salyersville.
School for a few years.
McIntosh's .residence murder' charge. asser- cumulating too much
Reports are that Mrs.
Mrs. Nutter received:- was- fired. McIntosh's ting McIntosh acted in a power in the chief's ofNutter was a passenger her Master's' degree attorneys agreed to the wanton manner that led fice, Euid exercising con• to the shooting. trol over city employees
in_a car, driven by her from Morehead State delay.
husband, John University and was
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
McIntosh, 25, has. Authorities said the of- who were not police.
Thomasson- Nutter. Jr. nearing completion of pleaded innocen
Pursifull denied it,
t to the neer who fired the fatal,
rcirnain,
Officials said the car work on her doctorate_at: cb-a roe_
.a_ shot won't be discipline
eharacterked_The
skidded on the icy the. University of ree on
or
charge
d.
•
cbuncil
moves as efforts Industrial Average
cas
•
.,-2.32
Jerrie°
16% unc
parkway and collided * Kentucky.
bond.
Air Products. . .. ... .
Neighbors and friends to fire him.
*6
/
3
4
-Johnso
-1
/
8
n & Johnson
with another ear.
Survivors in addition
His retirement carte Apple Computer
Earlier ballistics tests have organized support
.
29% /
-3
4
Kmart
Mrs. Nutter was killed to her hustland are her determined that the shot
for McIntosh, starting a three days after the American Telephone . .
20% -1
/
4
9% 4. ye,
Mary
Kay
C'osm.
instantly. Mr. Nutter parents. Dr. and Mrs. that killed officer
An- defense fund to help November 1984 election, Briggs & Stratton..
28% ,. -3/4
J.C', __Penney.
4
.
7-7313511 +
*received injuries --and Harry M. Sparks of thony Jansen, 25,
un
ilitN
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when
the "Time for a Chrysler
came with attorney fees and
31% Mc Penwell
.. 37 +/
1
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was treated at the'Paul Murray; two brothers, from the' servi
Chang
e"
group
won
Dollar Gen. Store
ce crowding the small norQuaker, Oats
B. Hall. Medical Center Harry M. Sparks, Jr., revolver of a
35/
3
4 -1
/
4
fellow of- therm Kentucky cour- three of the. sik con-. Dupont.
24185%
88 +
un5t
Sears
323/4 -1
/
4
at Paintsville. The Nut- Chicago. Ill., and Philip ficer. who
tested
council
seats,
reFord has not been troom f or his
. 45%,.-% 1
Stuart Hall
ters were enroute to Sparks.' Nashville, identified.
.
prelimlnary healing taining its 8-4 majority. G.A.F.
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The election figured General Motors
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Mrs. Nutter.- was' an
1/
4'.
The Caudill . Funeral
heavily
in
his decision, GenCorp. Inc.
•
4'.S. Tobacce
associate professor of Home of Salyersville
Pursifull said in a re- Goodrich
Wal-Mart-. .
26/
3
4 -'/
4
3,
8 2:
01
math at the Community will be in charge of the
:
31/
/
cent interview with the Goodyear
26% unc,
Wendy'
s
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* College there.
funeral and burial
Daily News in Home' Health Care_ ..._ _ _9/
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A.L. Williams
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The decea.sed„waS .a arrangements.
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"The .people were
aware of the council-and
--WASHINGTON AP) on the campaign,"
Bush their actions and what
George Bush and said. "I was treated
un- they were doing and
•I
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
Geraldine Ferraro view fairly by some,
but by they didn't seem to
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
their campaign battle the majority I
think it care,' he said. "I felt
LONG BEACH, Calif. and his parents return- last year through difwas very good.
like the 11 months I did
AP -13-year-old . ed home about 5 p.m.
ferent prisms: Fre
"I don't want to be the hang in was enough."
boy who was abducted
Bobby's sitter. Joann, thinks he got a raw deal _ guy that's -using
Also, he said,
this
from his California 19. burst into tears. His from some reporters
story'to carp and vent already had the time in.
home 21 'months ego 18-year-old sister -Pat who liked her, while she
frustrations about the I. wasn't making any
returned to a crush of showed off her baby says they both .were
--• press-cause!don't
Expires `
--TtrMty
:th
-- rtrYcirriekTivas
television cameras and_ daughter born in March. treated fairly.
vice president added. to be paid retired was
a new niece Thursday, Banners welcoming himJanuary 14, 1985
"I don't understand "Now, I do have
some equal to what I was
and said he had never home and balloons in- what in God's name he's
selective gripes. Yeah. making when I was
feared for his life during scribed with "We Love talking about," Ms. FerSure do."
working." '
his cross-country You" adorned -the raro, the Democratic
Ms. Ferraro, interPursifull said his relaordeal.
house, along with a cake nominee for vice. presi-. rupting work on
a cam- tionship with the council
"I just kept' hoping that saf unopened while dent.said in a telephone
paign book that became so poor that he
one of these days I'd go reporters questioned interview Thursday
• reportedly will net her would have been reluchome," said Bobby - Bobby.
from her office in New about $1 million
, said tant to take a policeman
Smith, 'sitting with his
He,responded tersely York.
reporters "didn't treat before the body for
family., on a battered to the questions,
Bush, a day earlier, me any better than
U.S. 6415.
Murray, Ky.
they disciplinary action, for
(502)-753-0595
orange sofa. But he fidgeting all the while. sitting in his White
did him.
"Business Is Good" "We Have A Vfinninq Team - Quality, Quantity S Price"
example.
refused to anewer Asked how he felt, Bob- House office and reflec"They reported what
reporters' questions • by replied: ''Great."
ting on She 1984 race, we said during the
about his abduction,
said,"It wasn't too plea- course of the
camwhich ended Monday
sant. It was one of the
paign," Ms. Ferraro adwhen he was found in Students sentenced
most people concede it ded."I was treated
fairKeep That Great
Rhode'Island.
BARDSTOWN, Ky: was pretty bad - in ly. I don't . think the
GM Feeling With
To avoid the media (AP)
terms
of
the
mood
out
- Two French colreporters were adGenuine GM Parts
commotion at the fami- lege
students, who had there."
vocates. There- were a
ly-home, BObby reunited told police
Zeroing 'in on- press couple of newspapers
that extorwith his mother, Doris, tionists forced
them to coverage, Bush 'com- that. I think were
at a relative's house steal,
pleaded guilty -to plained about "ad- unfair."
across town. But one, reduce
d theft charges in vocacy amongst some
She promised to. talk
television station found' Nelson
County District -journalists". who follow- more about that in her
out and covered the. Court,
ed his campaign and lik- book.
officials said. tea•rful meeting there
* Alain Bertoni, 18, and ed his opponent. "Not
Bush said Ms Ferlive._
Bertocchi, 20; only do I think it. I knew raro had an unfair ad"I just gave, him
were each sentenced to It; That's a matter that vantage merely because
hug. I'm so happy to see a year in jail and
fined did not have much ef- of her distinction as the
him," his mother- said $50.0
on Thursday. fect, thank God.
first woman running for
later. "I haven't slept in Distric
"I can't sIngle out the vice presidency.
t Judge.Thomas
1983 Olds 98 Regency
three days. We had faith Dawson said.
anybody and I can't say
"I think he's wrong,'
••4
-a-11-thetirrie.; W* always
Power seats, p.w., p.1., p.s:, air, p.b., tilt,
The jail term was I was treated unfairly said Ms. Ferraro.
kept faith. My family suspended
cruise.
for a year on
*11.977.00
and _me prayed all the the conditi
GRAVEL
on they .are
time."
•
not. convicted of any
We Haul
Gifts ranging from other csime.s. Dawson
K &K STUMP REMOVAL
Cold
water
new clothes to a family_ _aaid, The
fine was
can remove stomp% up
friend's offer of $6 and a reduced to $150
Pit Gravel
20 below the ground
each and
piece of 'peanut brittle they. were
435-4343
435 4343 or 435 4319
required to
733-2617
awaited Bobby when he pay court
We Now Haul Plt Grovel
435-4319
costs, he said.

Father of Mrs. Wilson dies Lancaster rites Saturday

THE ACES ®

Robert Ross dies

Thursday

Arraignment is postponed for
man charged in officer's death

Mrs. Susan Sparks Nutter dies

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock-Market

Geraldine and George disagree
about press coxerage fairness
dfiring t eirIT campaigns
e

Kid napped 13i, ear-old 10eturns:
just kept hoping I'd go home

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Oil Change
$
Labe & Filtw•••
ONLY
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra. We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.

99

Rudolph Goodyear

HAPPY
40TH
BIRTHDAY
FREDA
STEELY!

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Our tables are full of items from
throughout the store reduced

• I oot 1 50
1,10.‘t ••

Plus...

• -I •
el
, op
„
414,, 'lot

All Forniture Reduced 20%-40%

wmew•••••••••••-w•v•

1111111111 1
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BO Air Center
Murray
,
9:00-6:00 Mon.-Fri.
9:00-500 Saturday
Now Open Sunday 1:00-500

